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:PREFACE

Looking bacWward seems useful ob& if the intent is to learn from the past
andto profit in the future. The intent of this volume is to provide such an
opportunity for teachers, administrators, and researchers. Teachers and
adthinistrators, who are often bombarded by diverse, materials ,dichot-
°mons instructional schemes/ and a broad'Ispectrinof educational objec-
tives, by viewing what has !Ripened inlhe past may then be able to place
some limitations on their choices for tomorroyr. Researchers, particularly%
neophyte researchers, may gain some idea of research trends across the
years and, perhaps, will be stimulated to g,enerate investigations Unit appear
to be needed. Another pUrpose of this'volume Is to encourage historical
research designs in the areas of reading and writing. The authors represented
here are established scholars, as well.as scholars who are in the midst of
historical investigations of their own.

The foiewprd was written by Jonathan Measerli, a noted educational
histOkian and author of Horace Mann: A Biography; at this point-in his
career, he is dean of the School of Education, Fordiuun University. His
succinct statement sets the stage and captures,the essence of the book.

' Richard E. Hodges, Profestor of Education, Director of the School
of Education, University of Puget Sound, a natidnal later in language arts
and particularly in spelling, has written a delightful chapter'on trends in
spelling. As of now, it stands as one or the few 'integrated discussions or_
the developmentbf spelling instruction.

Alvina Trent Burrows; Professor Eineritus, New York University, has
produced a masterpiece of a chapter on written compositionwhich prob-
ably stands alone as the first written document of its kind,to ring together
such/42 effective and cognitive abundance of information about written
composition. It's also interesting, in reviewing Dr:BUITOWS'S chapter, to
note her continued, and valuable contributions to the history of written
composition.

Samuel Weintraub, Professor in the Faculty or Educational Studies,
State University of New York at Buffalo, is noted for his contributions to
reading instruction and research; he is probably best known today for his
role as senior author of the ,annual summaries of investigations relating to
reading that appear each year in the Reading Research Quarterly. He was



viii

the. obvious choice to write a chapter about reading research; the chapter
he presents here is an interesting and important historical consideration 'of.
two,strands of research that continue to intrigue investigators.

William P. Cowan is a doctoral candidate at Hofstra t'iuversity and
also is the principal bf the Nbrtheast Elementary School, Brentwood, New
York. Peter L. Pelosi ie a doctoral' candidate at the State University of New
York at Buffalo. Each of these men has contributed short research sum-
manes which promise to be the fraineworks forimpoitant contributions
once their disse rtartions are completed.

H. Alan Robinson, Professor of Reading and Director of the Reading/
Communications Resource Center at Hofstra University, wrote a chlipter
on the hiscori of reading instruction and edited the book, The idea for the
volume grew from the activities of the Center at Hofstra University, one of
the nationals dissemination centers cosponsorids by the International
Reading Associapon and 'the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Com-
munication Skills. The Hofstra Center houses and updates the William S.
Gray Research Collection in Beading and the Nila Banton Smith Historical,

'Collection in Rending. Thanks are due to Miriam Schleich, Chairperson,
Reading Repartment, Notstra University, and to John Harvey, Past Dean
of Libraiy- Service, Hofstra, :University, for their strong, continuous, en-
thitsiastic 'suppoKt of both We activities of the Reading/Communications
Resource Center and the production of this volume.

The editor wishes to thank the International Reading Association
and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills for
their encouragement -of this publication and especially the Publications
Committee of IRA for their critical commentary.

H.A.R.
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FOREWORD
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V

e

It has been said, with some justification, that historical ignorance is the
mother of"`efiricatIonal innovation." Not heeding Santayana's more general
caVeat,,11..tbo frequently we have sought the chimerical goahof innovation
an4 educational progress, while mindlessly ignoring what we should have
lamed

, .from the past. Asa cOnsequence,.otir educatIonal,endeavors are
often misshapen by an arrogance of presentism, tempered only slighily by
a-I. recognition of the achievements of Other generations. ,..,. .

- t
As narrow educational sectarians of the contemporary, we have

refused to concede that others, tried many things, learned what was good,
and discovered a fair' portion of the true. We erroneously have,aisurried
that these' discoveries have only' appeared in our own times and that only ,
we, through our present ingenuitiei, haie the skills, and appropriate Ideals
with which.to come to terms with ignorance, injustice, and greed.

Our preoccupation with the present is intellectually and professionally
debilitating on two counts. Perhaps the most.obidous of these' is that 'We '
deny ourselves access tb the products. ot.human .thotight and *action in
dealing with educational' probiems in other historical settings. Equally
important, if less frequently recognized, is that we prevpnt ourselves from
understanding..the prdcesses by which rational, if fallible men and women
have responded to the educational challenges of their:oltimes. ,

Thus, by a false claim of self-sufficiency, we have ignored both the
products and the processes of The past and thereby have denied subsequent
generations access to the'benefits to be derived from them.

Many would Agree with theecriticism t at, our uchools are isolated
from the communities of interest that they serve. What is farless frequently
recognized is the price our schools pay for their isolation from their own
educations: history.

. /
Neither those within the profession nor, those .outside it can be

absolved'of the blame for this. All too often, those from within have sought
change, not necessarily for its own sake but for a legitimization of their
professional roles. Frequently this attempt is accompanied by promises of
ever greater educational'productivity., From the outside,the ',Public has
held ever higher find more unrealistic expectations for what our.schools
can accomplish. /these expectations have mushroomed, fed not only by

..
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,.. ,,,, .- ...

anxieties about the next generation but alIo by' educators' expansive \
promises, which have little support in our educational 14spory. , . t

<4' For good reason, our undertakings are fretiuently'lbedeviled by an 1:4,-.-.,. .

endemic . instability. Journalists ana sentimentalists ,go..:sluthrnini.iti:.th-e

... schools long enough `to bemoan the "sad state:of-edue.ition".in their:next
puiiliCations;administrators _engage in a'saiiival,teChpiqge approximating
musical chairs; and teache ever more easily into ile7 feniive postures,
protected to a degree b thefragile benefits of collective tiargaining: hi ihe

r at, best:of times,- most of us,seem to get by;,in the v)orst, we#equently resort
.,..; . to Inappropriate responses, running,from admission of mei,culciito`public ..

.. --k1 \,. figegoating. ..,;)-: .. ,
on

also k
,, ,

.

We should know froin history that prolonged neglect can not be
, ,.,

,:... rectified by mote admonitions. Happily we have_ bent: to do more lbw,
thi,s! * . . , .

As an example, 'this v/flume offers the work of a group of scholars
examining some of the. research trends and some, of the ways we have

. Unapt reading and writing? In US: modest way, it amply demonstrates the
.... virtue of 'rediscovering that the past is an informative prologue to the

,'-.

'

JONATHAN MESSFR LI

:
I-
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n Adam's -Fall:

A 'Brief History of
Spelling instruction in

the United States

RICHARD E. HODGES.

University of Puget Soltrid

-

It irpossible to spell a word correct-
ly. by chance, or because someone
prompts you, but you are a scholar
only if you spell it correctly because
you knouhhow.

Aristotle (340 B.C.)
The Nichomachean Ethics II

The ability to .spell correctly has
been considered a social virtue

throughout the Western world from ancient times to the present. Correct
spelling-Is believed to be important not only for accurate written commit-
nication; It is commonly regarded by society to be an attribute of literacy.
For these and other reasons, the teaching of spelling has long been an
integral part of formal schooling.

Examining past practices spelling Instruction can '.)e a fascinating
experience. For, in doing so, we are ahle to glimpse the daily lives of past
generations of school children. More important, however, this backward
glance enables us\to consider present-day instructional practices In the vein,-
text of a historical cOntlhuurn. Santayana. (1928-1930), in The Life of
Reason, warned that "those whO cannot remember the past are condemned
to repeat it." It is with this admonition in mind that we briefly explore the
evolution of spellinfinstructionin the United States, from early colonial
days to the present.

INTHE BEGINNING

Facility with written language was, as It is today, of great Importance
to the nation's settlers. From the outset of formal education' in the'U.S.,

.7;
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2 RICHARD E. HODGES

spelling and reading went hand i and, and the first spellers provided
much mare than lessons in spellin . These "omnibus" spellers (Nietz 1961)
were the depositories of the total curriculum, providing instruction in
grammar, nandwriting, arithmetic, and religion, as well as in reading and

Because the early spellers either were shipped directly from England
or were reprihted in America, the methocL of spelling instruction was the
same as that practiced in England: the alphabet, or ABC, method, whose
^rigins extended to ancient- Greece (Mathews 1966). There was a straight.
forward purpose underlying the alphabet method, which The New England

rimer (ca. 1785) made clear:

He that ne'er learns his A, B, C,
Forever will a Blodkload be:.
But he that learns these letters fair
Shall have a Coach to take the Air.

With this method, the pupil first learned the order and names of the
large and small letters of the alphabet, a task which occupied some children
for many months. Then letter combinations (such as ab, eb, ib) were
learned, spelled out and pronounced, and this was followed by their use in
words made up of increasing numbers of syllables. The New England
Primer, for example, presented children with the task of mastering 180
syllables, from at) to zu, eighty-four 1-syllable worth, from age to would,
forty-eight 2-syllable words, from ab-sent to mu-sic, twenty-four 3-syllable
words, from a-bu-sing to ho-li-ness, eighteen 4-syllable words, from a-bi li lily
to gm-ci-ous-ly, fourteea 5.5) liable words, from a-bo-mina-ble to ge-ne-ro-
51 ty, and twelve 6-syllable words, from a-bo-mi-na-lion to qua-li-fi-ca-ti-on.

Following The New England Primer, the most widely used sReller of
the colonial period was Dilworth's A New Guide to the English Tongue,
first published in England in 1710 and printed in the colonies seven years
later. After Mastering the alphabet, ppils were drilled on such words as
Z4lebuzaadum, Estremadure, Stixigesime, Abelbetahtaleqh. Aberconiway,
Caglian, Clarencester, Compostella, Elezar, and Thyatria. first wholly
American speller was published in 1770, Ben2zet's Pennsylvati.. Speiling
Book, or, Youth's Friendly Instructor, which, however, continued_ to USE
both the content and the method of the English texts (Carpenter 1963),

With the colonies' independence from England, indigenous spellers
proliferated. The first prolific textbook writer in 'he United 'Totes was
Noah Webster, who produced not only a speltei but a grammar, a U.S.
history, and two dictionaries, as well. Webster's spellers shaped the tea.:hing
of spelling for ..ell over zi ceetur.. Approximately 75 million copies of
various revisions of his original text were printed between 1783 and the
end of the nineteenth century. Webster's first editidn, Grammatical In-
stitute of tne English Language, Part One, was fashion.fd after Dilworth,
although Webster replaced English place names with U.S. ones, supplanted

12
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Spelling Instruction in the United States 31 ' t.
religious content with Poor Richard's percepts, and changed the British,
form of syllabication so that the suffixes ti -on,' ci-on, and si-on were treated.
as one syllable. Retitling his speller The American Spelling Book in 1787,
Webster sold approximtitely three million copies over the next twenty
years (Carpenter 1963; Nietz 1961).

The massive sales o Webstei's "blue-backed" speller served, however,-
-to perpetuate archaic m thodology and content. To gain spelling ability,

Webstef asserted, required that the pupil master each step of the alphabet
method before moving td the next (Horn 1957). Aware of the tediousness
of this approach, WebsteOuggested that the dull monotony of learning to
spell could be relieved by reading lessons. Spelling lessons were not intended,
he said, to teackword meaning. Besides, "since understanding cannot keep-
pace with memory, children could profit from learning to spell and pro-
nounce words not within their capacities because as their capacities grow
so would their understanding', (Shoemaker 1936).

Despite the widespread popularity of Webster's speller, it was not
without its critics and competitors. Cobb, who published his own Speller

.,- about 1.821 (Metz 1961), chided Webster for departing-fronthe!!prin-
ciples of orthography and orthoepy' and for beinginconsistent witehis
ov.rn dictionary. .Such criticisms probably induced Webster to publish a
new dictionary, the American Dictionary, in 1828, which was followed a
year later by a revised speller, The Elementary Spelling Book (Carpenter.
1963; Nietz '1961), in which spelling, syllabication, and pronunciation
conformed to the 1828 dictionary. U.S. pronunciation and spelling were
not, however, universally accepted. A Reverend Caeever (1846) was led
to comment that

innovations should be resisted, nor should any mere Lexicog-
rapher nor University; nor knot o 'cs, have it in their
power to make them'prevalent. . . . [The spe ing-trotIble of
the time was] owing in great measure to Dr. Webster's unfor
tunate orthographical 'eccentricities, which have set so many
spellers and journeyman printers agog to iMitatetim.

~The Elementary Spelling Book marked a significant change in spelling
textbooks,' for it placed greater emphasis upon spelling and less emphasis
upon reading and grammar. Separate spelling texts began to increase, and
One of the first was Cummins's 1819 Pronouncing Spelling Book (Nietz
19511, in.which children learned to spell such words as volubility, subtilize-

cicatrization, circumlocution, prosopopoeia, and antimonarchical.
That the words studied for spelling might also be functional was not

an unknown concept, however. Among the first texts to include, according
to the author, words frequently used in speaking and writing was Fiske's
The New England Spelling Book (Nietz 1951), published 1803, which
included this interesting list of words:

13.
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axe bright Damn fraud

aught broad dawn fraught

badge brogue dead freight

No better description can Be. pfovided of instructional method during the
early nineteenth century than the'followiqe account (Alcott 1831) of one
man's recollection of ho*herwis taught to spell .

To teach spelling, a lesson was assigned; consisting of a certain
number of columns arranged lit alphabetical order, as the
words of our spelling books usually are, which the pupil was-
requested to-study over and over, until he could recollect and
spell .them from memory. None of theta were ever defined for
him; nor was he requested or encourazd to seek for definitions
for himself. In this manner, one word suggested, by association,'
the next; the second, the third; and so on. No faculty was
called into exercise but the memory. If a word was misspelled,
the next pupil who could spell it was allowed to take his placer
or "go above'him," as it is called. He who was at the head of
the class at evening had a credit mark, and sometimes a written
certificate of good scholarship.-Indeed, emulation was the only
notice to exertion which I ever knew employed in the school,
except compulsion.

A CHANGE IN APPROACH

Dissatisfaction with this time-honored method of teaching spelling
was perhaps most,notably articulated by Horace Mann. While secretary of
the Massachusetts. Board of Education, Mann had visited schools in a
number of European countries and had returned from his trip with deep
convictions about the superiority of the "whole-word" methoct over the,
alphabet method. His views of spelling instruction have served to enlighten
us about the purposes of education during the middle part of the nineteenth
century and about what ha and his followers regarded as the basis of
spelling ability. -

Mann claimed (1839) that the superior spelling method was one with
"power to arrest and fix the attention of the learner," which the alphabet
method failed to do. Moreover, the alphabet failed, Mann said (1840), to
foster the pupil's mastery of correct pronunciation.

. ,

When a child is taught the three alphabetic sounds 1 e g, and
then is told that, these three sounds, when combined, make the
sound kg, he is untaught in the latter case what he was mis-
tauNt in'the former. L e g does not spell leg, but if pronounced
quickly, it spls

14



, Spelling Instruction in the United States

According to Mann (1840), children should be taught to recognize
whole words before being taught the letters of which they are composed.
Pupils shoula begin with faMiliar words which name familiar objects.

When we wish to give to a child the idea of a new animal, we /
db not present successively the different parts of it; an eye, an //'
ear, the nose, the mouth, the body -or a leg; but we prewnt-
the whole animal; as one object. y

Mann was especially coircemed by the fact thak, puplls were not retwired
to correct their-misspellings and, worse, that teachers commonly corrected
the misspelled-words for them. The pupil derived "about as much advan-
tage in orthography, from having the teacher spell all his words for him, as
he would derive of physical strength, from having the teacher eat all his
meals for him" (Mann 1839).

Although he is rightfully credited with introducing emerging Euro-
pean views of childhood into education in the U.S., Mann (1839) did not
dismiss the ready use of harsh treatment when necessary. "The laws of

'nature ....invariably attach some inconvenience or suffering to error," he
observed,- and "in stubborn cases, perhaps, some degree of-humiliation
may be resorted to (in spelling instruction]."

In a very important lecture abdut the teaching of spelling, Mann -
(1840) was critical ot the general population's lack of spelling ability, the
blame for which he placed both on the difficulties inherent in the English .
writing system and.t.n the manner 'in which spelling was being taught:if-le
then set forth a rationale fOr separating spelling from other school subjects,
and he urged that separate sellers be prepared "mainly with reference to
the ease, pleasure, and progreis of the learner, fitted to arouse his cur:osity,
and adapted to those faculties of his mind which are the most active."
Spelling books, he said, therefore should be designed according to three
principles: (1) the ease of their use, (2) the pleasure they afforded the
pupil, and (3) their ability to foster pupils' progress in orthography,
pronunciation, and intelligence.

The learning principlewhich should be used in teaching spelling was
the "law of association," .Mann said. Accordingly, all similarly .fOrmed
words should be presented in a vommon table, much in the manner of a
multiplication table. Thus Owns, by constant drill in spelling these words,
would be able, by association, to recall the spelling of all words in the
table when they recalled the spelling of any oue of the words. The rote
memory of words, not the application of spelling rules, Mann 'claimed,
underlay spelling ability. He did suggest, however, that spelling mastery
was fostered when several senses were brought into play, when eye,.,ear,
and hand "establish by, the power of frequent association, that peculiar '

4sequence of letters which spells each word."
I As graded schools proliferated in the mid-nineteenth century,

gpfleV textbooks did also, at least to the extent that a distinction was



6 RICHARD E. HODGES

t.
recognized between beginning and, advanced materials. One of the firstsuch texts In the area of spelling was Sanders's The Primal Spelling Book,'published in.1858 and followed a few years later by his Test-Speller,
which was meant for use in teacher institutions and in the advanced classesof the common school. Sandeis's Test-Speller contained about five thou-sand words, including quadiiphylous, pasquinade, -metempsychosis, xan-thophyli, and umquhile (Nietz 1961).

While spelling instruction continued to be regarded as a means ofimproving mental discipline, criticism mounted regarding thi manner ofinstruction and the lack of attention given to word meanings. A Reverend
Davis (1839) contended that

- the common mode of spelling is to put out words to a class,
and when one fails to let the next try, and the next, and so on,
until someone spells the word correctly, who. takes the placeof the one who commenced it, as a reward for his superior
skin: . -'[This practice] ditcourages the poorer scholars'in
the class, and brings into exercise a spirit of emulation and
strife which however harmless it may be in childhood, has, nodoubt, an unhappY, influence upon the future character. It
is the spirit which, among political men, is called party spirit,. and among religious men sectarian zeal.

Yet another critic, C. Greene (1851), argued tlizt spelling ability
involves analytiC, as well as visual and auditory, skills and that verbal mem-ory, upon which the prevalent instructional method depended, was thelowest of intellectual faculties. A knowledge of word- meaning, `Greeneclaimed, was required if the pupil's interest in learning how to spell cor-
rectly was to be fostered.

The emphasis given to spelling in the nineteentlweetury-went-beyond--------1
the confines of the classroom: Spelling was a part of the fabric of society ,itself and found its most popular expression in the spelling bee, or spell-
down. The competition of the spelling bee had deep roots in the past, asnoted by the following account from Coote's The Englishe Scholemaster
(Rice 1897), in which two students, John and Robert, are engaged in aspelldown in the year 1596.

is ?n: How write you Circle'

Robert: S, i, r, c,l, e.

fohn: flay, now you misse: for if you looke in the table,you r
. shall find it Circle. Therefore now you must appose

me.

Robert: I corifesse mine error, therefore I will tr}' if I can
requite it: what spelleth b, r, a, n, c, h?

16
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Iohn: :Branch.

Robert: Nay, but you should put in u.

Iohn: That skilleth not, for both wales be usuall.

Rbbed: How spell you might?

ohn: M, i, g, h, t.

Robert: Why put you in gh form, i, t, e, spelleth mite?

John: Truth, but with gh is the truer writing, and it should
haue a little sound.

After further opposing, they decide to continue the next day, and John
boasts: .

Do yoUr -worst, I wil proVide likewise for you,and
neuer giue you ouer uhtill I haue gotten the,victorie:
for I take not so much pleasure in any thing els all:,
day.

Robert: I ain of your mind: for I haue heard our maister say,
-that, this apposing cloth' very much sharpen otwits,
help ourmemorie, and many other commodities.

The competitiveness of the" spelfdown appealed to Puritan New
Englanders and became a form of entertainment in many communities.
Commonly called a "spelling school" in order to give propriety to a social
event, spelling bees flourisliid)and then waned in the early nineteenth
century, as other forms,of entertainment became available. But spelling
bees continued to flourish along the western frontier, where the "attain-
went of conventional spelling ,was seen as' a symbol of culture" (A. W.
Read 1941). The high regard given good spellers in the nineteenth century
is reflected in the following comment Made by MarIcTwain.(1931):

.

In the old times people spelled just as they pleased. That was
the right idea. You had two chances at a stranger then. You
knew a strong man from a weak one by his iron-clad spelling,
and his handwriting- helped-you-to-Verify_your verdict., Some
people have an idea .that correct spelling can be taught,, and
taught to anfoody. That is a littstake. The spelling faculty is
born in man, like poetry, music and artit is a gift; it is a talent.
People Who have this gift in a high degree need only see a word
once'in print-and It is forever photographed upon their mem-
ory. They cannot forget it. People who hiven't it must be
content to spell more or less likelike thunderand expect to,
splinter the dictionary wherever their orthographical lightning
happens to strike.

J
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For others, diligence, hard work, and external motivation were
deemed -necessary, as witnessed by the case of Reverend Arnold, who in
1830 was tried in a- Nevi Hanipshire court for beating his adopted son,-
Joseph Pray, for hii failtu:e, to spell/and 'pronounce a word correctly.
Shortly thereafter;abookleeenfitled .The Astonishing Affair was published
in which - Reverend Arnold was 'defended 'for his action because he,had
"acted conscientiously inflicting ialdpunishment, and didlt out of pure
motives" (Carpenter 1967). The belief that spelling ability. is either a born
``talent or the consequence othard work remains with us and, although the
importance of spelling within the curriculum has lessened, its status in the
larger society has not.

With the ..rise of social Darwinism and a groviing ferment' in the
application of science to the solution of educational problems,, there
emerged on the scene t, young pediatrician, Dr., Joseph M: Rice (1897),
whose interest in educational' reform led him to study the teaching of
spelling.,in .some twenty' U.S. cities in the early 1890s. Space does not

'permit alhorougk look at Rice's analysis of.the spelling achievement ofi 4

some 33' thousand students. Generally; he observed that the school envi-
ronment (he contrasted "mechanicil" and "progressive" schools) had little
effect upon spelling achievement. He further observed that outcOtschool
variables, such as age, nationality, and home environment, had no substan-
,tial effect upoU 'spelling achievement. On the basis of his findings, he
concluded that, since the results of spelling instruction were,not materially
modified by,conditions over which the teacher had no control, four factors
must lie at the,roOt of student? spelling difficulties,

(1) Time ,allotted spelling achievement did not
improve when Words were studied forty to fifty"minutes or ten to fifteen
minutes each day, more than fifteen minutes spent in spelling studycsaid
Rice, was a waste otime, and he recommended that no more than fifteen
minutes a day should be given to spelling instruction.

'(2) Word selection: In order to make spelling study/more efficient,
'words shoUld be carefully selected and graded as to both orthographical
difficulty and relationship ..to:pupils' vocabularies; precedence should be

o given to common words, particularly those that are frequently mikspelled
(for exaniple, to, too, their, hear, dogs).

'(3) Teachingnethod: Rice found that spelling achievement: was little
sffected by the mode of instruction; for example, whether pupils were
taughtiorally or in writing, whether words were spelled in isolation or in
sentences, or 'whether the words were that studied syllable by syllable. He-
thus recommended that instruction include many methods and devices.

'(4) Teacher effectiveness: Having determined that neither method
nor time affected spelling achievement, Rice concluded that the teacher's
skills must be the key. to effective spelling instruction. The effective teacher,
said Rice, was one who was acquainted with'. many methods of instruction
and could apply them where appropriate.

./ 8
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THE SCIENTIFIC MOVEMENT

, -Rice's study was instrumental-in shaping the study of spelling method -
thereaf_4r, and during the early twentieth century scores of researchers
beginetci examine spelling instruction from a variety of vantage points: By
-1919, enough evidence had been comPiledebout spellingmethod,,accord-
ingto*Orii,,:thatitiiias possible to "gather together existing experimental

, ...,evideneelihich-iiirows light on.econoniy in learning to-spell and to focus
thivevidence -Upon -the sOlutionof such 'problems as confront the class-

-room- teacher." Citing1133 sources, Horn (1919) prepared a list, of forty-
.

-.

ne principles otspellInilnethod and concluded that. .

efficiency in teaching spelling is to.he increased by a specific
attack' on the indiiiddallvords to be learned. 'l%is is in line
with the Nibble tendency in modernexperimental education-, a
tendency which 'has been well outlined by Thorndike in his
discussion of education.as the formation of specific bonds. In
harmon with this point 'of view the problem of spelling has
been at rst;by seekingto discoverpreciselyi the words
which ost frequently need to spell; second by'attempting
to grad these words scientifically; third by,,attempting ta
discover. ,/he most econOmical methods Of learning them; and
fourth 13y devising means by which progress in learning the
words may.. e measured.

A sampling of Horn's forty-one principles:

I.

Developing pride in spelling is not, a substitute for drill in
spelling.

The first step in economy of tiTe in learning to spell is to see
to it that the pupil learns to 'spill those words which he needs
to spell and no others.

..
Those words which are commonly used by the children in any
given grade should be placed in that grade.

If spelling Is to be taught daily, the spelling periods should not
be more than fifteen minutelin length.

Grouping words is of doubtful value, except for immediate
recall.

The emphasis in presenting the word' should be on visual
imagery.

The correct pronunciation of,a word is a very important factor
in learning to spell it:

It is important to expend some tim' on drill in recalling the

19'
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visual image of the word rather than to eiwnd all the time in

:.

The amount of repetition necessary for fixing a word varies,.
greatly with individuals.'

.The efficiency of drill in a given spelling period is increased by
distributing the dill! on a given word so that practice on other
words intervenes: .
It is important-that eachpupil be taught,how tolearn to spell.

The steps Horn set forth for word study were:,,
, (1) The first step in' learning to spell a word is -to pronounce it cor-

rectly. If you do not know how topronounce a word, look up the pronun--'
dation in the dictiOnary.' When you are certain that youlknow-hilow the
word is pronounced, pronounce it, enunciating e` able distinctly and
loOking,closely at each syllable as you sa . .

(2) Close youleyesend try to rebel how the word looks, Syllable by
syllable, as ytiu prpnot* it in. a- whisper. In'pronounCing the word be
sure to enunciate the syllables carefully.

(3) Open your eyes to make- Sure that you were able to recall the
correct selling.

'' -(4)1Aok at the word again, enunciating the syllables distinctly.
(5) Recall again, with closed eyes, how the word looked.
(6) Check again with the correct form. This recall (as in 2 and 5)

should be repeated at least three times,,and oftener if you have difficulty
in recalling the correct form of the word:

(I) When you feel sure that you have learned the word, write it
without looking at the book, and then check with the correct' form.

(8) Repeat this two or more times without looking either at the
boOk or at your previous attempts.

(9) If you miss the word on either of these trials, you should copy it
in your spelling notebook, since it probably is especially difficult for you.

Horn's set of principles of spelling method are demonstrative of the
impact that the scientific movement in education had had upon the spelling
program. Particularly significant was the notion that the utility.of,word

`should be the basis for its place in the spelling program. As noted by Pryor
(1919),'

impressing this image.

O
the function of spelling

T
is to teach children how to spell and

use in an accurate way the words which are commonly-met
with in life and to form such habits of study that new words
will be learned as the need for them arises.

According to Breed (1925), five sources were available, from which
to derive a functional spelling vocabulary: adult written discourse, chil-
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4/
dren's written nurse, adult written correspondence, children's mis-
spellings, And, most promising of all, a combination of children's written
work and adult o'rresporidence. A number of studies were undertaken
through the.years to identify those words most needed for communication
(Anderson .1921; Buckingham, and Dolch 1936; Fitzgerald 1951; Gates

., 1937;.H. Greene 1954; Horn 1926; Rinsland 1945). Identifying the op-
t timal list of words fa study,and agreeing where they should ge placed in

the spelling program were, however, two diffelint matters, Was' Selke's . Y.

(149) analysis of the, ocabulary presented in ten spellers showed. Selke
determjned that the ten\speliers contained a total of 8427. dIfferent,w,ords,
of which only 1080 (thi

\en
percent) were pommonto all the texts, and

'further; thal only three \wordsappreciate (grade seven), doll and ice
'i (grade two)had the same grade placement in the ten texts.

I . "\
,.

EMPHABIS ON THE LEARNER .
..

A school supeNtutendent, in' Chelsea', Masdachusetts, B. C. Gregory
(1907- 1908), deplored the leek Of attention then :being given to the

implications of child study-for developing the spelling curriculuml Citing
Froebel, :Gregory urged that pupils be wide conscious of their, potential
for learning and not of their failures. If one looked at children's.spelling
errots,Gregory claimed, onecould see that "it is our spelling that Is irra-
tional, and it is the bad speller that is rational."

Twenty years later, Sudweeks (1927) concluded that learning to
spell was a multisensory activity:

The science of biology .(or of its derivative, psychology) sup-
. plies the basis of spelling method. Children learn to spell by

,,seeing the letters of a given word or by hearing their sounds
and by writing and speaking tho letters in the order in which
they are seen and heard. Seeing and hearing are forms of
"impression"; writing and speaking are forms of "expression."
These two form the based for 'four kinds of images: (1) the
sight of a word,,(2) the sound of a word, (3) the way it "feels"
when written, and (4) the way it "feels" when spoken.

A half dozen years later, Almack and Staffelbach (1933), in a review
of the Spelling research literature, concluded that psychology provided the
most important insights into spelling method and that psychologists had
shown experience to be the basis of learning and thus the.proper basis of
instruction. They criticized the prevalent practice of a pretest on Monday,
word study on Tuescity: retesting and a review obi Wednesday, individual,
study on Thursday, and a final test on Friday, acknowledging that the plan
was systematic enough but arguing that it simply did not promote learning.
This plan, they pointed out, was based on the fallacious assumption that
units .of study are Of equal difficulty and thus deinand the same' time
distribution and pupil effort, week in and week out. The plan, in short,

t.
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f

was aimed at group instruction to the detriment of the individual. School
work, they said, should be meaningful' to individual childreti, and the best
,spelling method was one:that appealed toT.the practical nature of the child,
by varying proced res, limiting study to commonly used words, promoting
nrasteiy ugh nvalry with one's own record, and using words in "real- -,
life" situations, such as classroom projects. z' i

-.1espite the4rogressive spirit that flourished throufb the 1930s and
1940i, spelling instruction, actually did not stray :far from the -course
charted by such educational researchers -as Ernest Hotn. Nearly thirty
yearS after his formulation of the forty-one principles (1919).; Horn once
again summarized research evidence on spelling method and ceilauded that
the available evidence served mainly to reinforce the assertiota that the
content of spelling Instruction should include only, the:words moat fre-
quently needed in adult and child writing and that learning to spell rested
.essentially upon visual memory (Horn 1938). --

Spelling instruction by mid-twentieth century looked dramatically
different from its ancestor of onehundred years,earlier. Yet, while. views 1

of the learner and.of the purposes of instruction had changed, the view
that the English ore;,;:graphy was irrational had not. The emphasis upon
the utility of the spelling vocabulary rested, after191, upon an assumption ,!..

that, since one could not depend upon orthopiphic rules to guide the act
of spelling, the rote memory sq the words needed in writing was the most°
efficient learning process. 7\ o

INFLUENCE OF LINGUISTICS '

Then, in the early 1950s, another -branch of scientific' inquiry,
linguistics, emerged as a possible source for the improvement of the
spelling program. A few linguists, notably Bloomfield (1933), asserted that
English orthography was not the irrational graphic tool it* as said to be
but that it contained principles skrhoersystematic presentation could
benefit the pupil setting about to master the written code. Among the first
education-directed studies to examine the validity of this premise was that
conducted by Hanna and Moore (1953). Examining a composite of the
three thousand Swords most commonly found In the spelling textq of the
period, they observed the existence of relation fps between speecl sounds
and written words which, they concluded, cou d benefit the :earner. They
made several recommendations. (1) Some time should be spent daily on
"the business of learning to translate sounds into written symbols."
(2) Spelling instruction should be integrated with other curricular subjects
in order to emphasize the meaning and current usage of words. (3) Pupils
should discover inductively the spelling -patterns in their study words.
(4) -Spelling instruction should be sequenced so that pupils study simple
and powetful spelling patterns before studying more complex patterns.
(5) The febv irregular words needed for written communication should be,

t and need to be,' individually memorized.
The emphasis upon induction as the mode of learning to spell could,

of ,course, only be made if there was reason to believe- that there were
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reliable spelling patterns, or "rules," inherentin.the orthography. While
the Hanna-Moore study was not universally well ~received throughout the
educational community, it served to focus an emerging brancli,of scientific
inquiry upon theyerennial controversy over the usefulness of phonics In
spelling instruction.

In a 'Critique of the Hannh-Moore study, Horn-(1957)-attempted to
place in Context the possible 'utility of phonic knowledge in the spelling
program. Horn strongly ,,disagreed with the claim by'Hanqa and Moore
that "pupils can arrive deductively[Horn's.tennl at the spelling of most
words they can pronounce." The English orthography was not as systematie
as they claimed, he maintained, pointing out that philologists, phoneti-
cians, and lexicographers have perennially urged its reform. \'Although some
spelling rules might be useful, they needed to be viewed in 'the context of
the law of association and in terms of negative andpositive transfer. In short,
Horn argued, the proof of a rational orthqgraphy wpm; by no. eans, all in.

. By the early 1960s, the application of linguistic science to the study
of written language and its teaching had, ho-wever, taken a firm hold.
Hanna and others, using computer, technology, conducted an intensive
investigation of spelling patterns in over seventeen thousand words (Hanna,
Hama, Hodges, and Rudorf 1966; Hodg9 1966). Venezky (1967) reported
on his .study of the letterto-sound patterns in approximately 'twenty
thousand words. By tbn end of the decade, it had become commonplace to
'find articles hi most educational journals which had as their basis the
aPplication:of linguistic principles to the teaching of spelling and reading.

While thb conventional wisdom about the nature of spelling and its
teaching is not easily. altered (see, for example, Sherwin's extensive review
of spelling research, 1969), the 1970s herald a new and significant attempt
`to bring, to bear -upon the subject contemporary views of learning and
language. Indicative of efforts to relate linguistic and psychological theory
to spelling instruction is the work of the Simons (1973), who 'pointed out
that the crucial question is not whether phoneinic information is useful in
learning to spell but how) it can most effedively be.introduced and how it
is best used by the speller.

Recalling Gregory's (1907-1908) observation, mentioned earlier,
that the irnplications of child study had great significance fOr the spelling
program, the present decade is marked by a growing number of researchers
who are enhancing our understanding of how children acquire language
and how their linguistic knowledge functions in the development of their
written language skills (Chozpsky 1970; Fisher 1973; Frost 1973; C. Read
1915).

CONCLUSION'

Over three hundred years have elapsed since the first spdlling lesson
was taught in what LS now the U.S. We have ,seen' that the major issues
underlying the teaching of this subject center on the source of spelling
ability, the nature of the English orthography, and the methods of instruc-
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tion which follow from assumptions held about them'. Current content and.
method are amalgams of old and new, reflecting the evolution of spelling
as a school subject. Such polar issues as the place of rote drill and the

, understanding of rules in spelling instruction remain for scholar and lay-
person alike. Santayana's observAion quoted at the outset of this review
provides a fitting closing remintkr. As we look ahead in our efforts to
improve the outcomes of spelling instruction, we must not forget to look
back, as well, for hindsight can help us to avoid repeating many ques-
tionable practices carried on in the name of good intention.

'so
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Composition:
Prospect and Retrospect

AININA TREUT BURROWS
-Erndritus, New York University

1,

Hodges's clear view of the history
of spelling- instruction, in the pre-
ceding chapter, demonstrates the
emphasis on accuracy thal has been

.the hallmark of such instruction
since our earliest schools were estab-
lished. Recent work in language
development and- psycholinguistics
points toward possible modification
of -the goal of "perfect spelling" in

all writing. Present-day focus-on-the skills needed to coiie with and to enjoy
our intricately communicating society shows the common sense of dif-
ferent requirements atclifferent times. Obviously, there, are many occasions
that require. legibility and

application n form writing business letters; keeping
permanent records of many kinds; for childrenfurnishing their addresses
and telephone numbers, ordering products through the mail, writingletters,
and writing, materials of many kinds for display on bulletin boards. But
first drafts of stories, essays, and other creative ventureseven those of

not show the' perfect or near-perfect conventions
of later published form. To demand complete correctness from individuals, ..first putting ideas on- paper is unrealistic and ctunterproduetive.

In this chapter, primary attention is paid to the main goal of Com-,
municating with one's audiencethrough Composition, using spelling as a
component skill. Examples of young Children's effortslo spell are shown

-in 'some detail in one study of composing processes .(Graves 1973). The
relationship of spelling to communicating is assumed as one concern, both
in 'school and out. One spells to write purposefully, not just toilet high
scores on tests or to write lists of words from dictation. Correct form and
legibility In letters, editei drafts, and other public irriting-seems a rea-
sonable goal. however, other goals in teaching composition, in terms of
bbth values and procedures, also are important. Thus a first question about

27
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.

current research in the -writing of children and adolescents appears in
briefest terms to be where are we now? A second query seeks certain mile:
stones in composition and research: how did we get here? Another question
is directed toward-present needs for research: what next? And fourth and
last is a question directed toward improving research in the study of the
writing of children and adolescents: how do we do it? To illustrate this last
subtopic, one investigation is reported in some detail as a model, and two
others are sketched more briefly.

RECENT AND CURRENT RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

What is the concern of cunent research in the writing of children
and adolescents? A preponderance of recent investigation undoubtedly is
devoted to syntax. In view of the foals of linguistic scholarship in the last
two decades, this cannot be surprising.

Emphasis grows also from an'awareness that oral language precedes
writing, both historically, in diverse cultures, and individually, in human
development. Studies by Strickland (1962) and by Loban (1963) of chil-
dren's oral syntax at various ages received rightful acclaim. Both revealed
growth in productivity and in complexity. Loban, moreover, included
samples of the writing of individuals in middle and secondary school.
O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967) went a step further by comparing
oral and written syntax in response to the same' stimulus, in grades three,
'five, and seven. This study, however, employed a smaller sample and a
smaller number of variables. Hunt (1964) published his study of syntax
and his identification of the minimal terminable unit (T-unit) as "one main
clause plus the subordinate clauses attached to or imbedded within it."

, Writing sentences or T-units is undoubtedly an important component
of written discourse. Greater sentence or T-unit le5gth and an increased
number of dependent clauses used by children as they mature gives a foun-
dation for instructional emphases at.successive age 'grade levels. Evidence
of individual differences within age groups adds further to our notions of
the wide range of capabilities in writing, as in other areas of learning, in
every grouping of youngsters brought together for instruction. Homogene-
ity becomes an ever more elusive concept.

Knowledge of some details of the acquisition and development of
written syntax helps to enrich a picture of originality in sentence Virma-
tion, as sketched by Naom Chomsky, whose removal of the development
of oral expression from the realm of pure imitation has now become
classic. Although, as a result of Chomsky's postulation, the utterance of
original sentences by a young child has achieved the respect it merits,
modification of Chomsky's stance is also accepted by some observers.

Findings of Strickland, of O'Donnell and others, of Loban, and* of
Hunt nen ved from the study of groups of learners. These revealed devel-
opmental tendencies to be shown by classes and age groups responding to
given stimuli. But detailed accounts of the behavior of individuals as they
write were lacking. True,.vignettes and case studies had been included in
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prior works based upon actual productiOns, anecdotes, and deicriptions of
the student is a'person..Moreciver,,sonie had included individual accounts
against a backdropcif clisiroom and.conummity. But, for the most part,
suchlinecdratpl sample reports could not stand up to the criteria of
rigorous research. In-depth 'studies of individuals at work remained for
current scholars, and some outstanding work of this kind will be reported
as examples for replication and extension.

Evaluation has been, and continues to be, an involved and difficult
matter to examine objectively. Problems of evaluator consistency remain
serious, although techniques have been devised for determining the degree

. to which such consistency can be acquired (Bmddocknd others 1963).-A
new and more detailed procedure for rating the compositions orchildren
was presented by Tway (1970) in her doctoral study, in which she devel-
oped a literary rating scale and validated its use by teachers. However, this
is "relevant to imaginative narrative, not to the full range of children's
writing. Other evaluation procedures and studies are currently inprogress.

Concern for motivation is beginning to.genenfe some studies aimed
at what induces young people to write and how differing motivations seem
to affect resulting compositions. Some of ,these investigations combinean
immediate stimulus with motivation that is inherently distinct from re-
quirement, assignment, and other kinds of stimulus, although, of course,
it has some bearing on the basic human urge to communicate.

In sum, then, current research appears to be making some strides in
examining the processes and components of writing, in defining its many
related variables, in discerning various developmental phenomena, and in
arriving at more nearly definitive evaluation of methods of teaching. Con-
trast with the major concerns of the 1920s is dramatic. During that period
of prolific research, the goals were.the examination of length of sentences,
number of complete versus incomplete sentences, total number of words,
and number of different words, or "type/toien",mtio.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND WITH GAPS

How did Ave get from then to now, or, ia somewhat more profes-
sional terms, what are some. of the important-milestones in composition
research? It seems wise to look first at the compendia that summarize
research studies and serve as tools for investigators surveying the growing
amount of research literature. Possibly the rust catalog -of research in
elementary children's. composition was the bulletin Children's Writing:
Research in Composition And Related Skills, prepared by the National
Conference. on Research in English (NC-RE). Outdated as that summary

,now is, it is useful in showing the thinking of the research leaders of the
1950s, many of whom, still researching, hap moved far beyond what they
thcn pdretived. A committee of seven contributors was chaired by Burrows
(1960-1961). Each of the six main contributors presented briefs of the
major investigations in his or her fieldcomposition in primary grades,
composition in intermediate grades, grammai in language teaching, hand-

."
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writing in children's composition, or research in spelling; Aimed at bringing
together reports of outstanding studies in the twentieth c*.ntury and unifying
some of the disparate fnigngs, this catalog and interpretation are now a
historic milestone. ' . I

In 1961, the American Educational Research ,,Association published
Review of Educational Research, Language and Fine Artr. Summaries of
research in curriculum, in the teaching of composition, in evaluation, in
grammar and usage, in spelling,. in handwriting, and ?Ti linguiltics were
prepared by DeBoer 41961), who had done the section on grammar and
usage-in the NCRE bulletin of 19611 -1961. Each of the seven areas was
treated more briefly than in the previous review, but bile new area, then
growing in importance, was added: linguistics.

Seeking to make the findings of research more readable and more
readily applicable by classroom teachers, the American Educational Re-
search Association and the National Education Association combined
efforts to do a series on research in teaching in many curriculum areas. A
selective summary and interpretation, Teaching Composition, was first
published in 1959 and was revised in 1963 (Burrows). Whether this and its
companion bulletins succeeded at all in narrowing the gap between research
and practice is not known, although some of the bulletins were translated
into other 1 a ages and were published in revised editions.

Far more e tensive and thorough was Research in Witten Composi-
tion, published by the National Council of Teachers of English. The final.
report was written by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer (1963), all of
the University of Iowa. A committee of eight assembled to plan the scope
of the work and to select the means of surveying the array of research
studies conducted in this country and abroad. Several grants supported
the production, which covered research in elementary and secondary
school composition. In addition to a search for' worthy investigations at
the universities represented by the committee, a screening was done of
materials known to a much wider circle of teachers and scholars. Criteria
of exiellence in i esearch were defined, and, of the 485 studies selected for'
careful scruttny,---kwere chosen as fulfilling most of those criteria. Even in
this small number, 'exemplifying rigorous standards, some "slips" were
allowed, and such allowances were, carefully noted. Again in-print, this
significant document is a "must" for serious students of composition
research.

The most recent summary of written composition was made -by
NCRE committee headed by Sara Lundsteen (1976). This summary,
Help for the Teacher of Written Composition, published by NCRE and the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communications Skills, includes
'recent investigations in composition, in both elementary and secondary
schools.

As the title of the present volume suggests, it seems in order to at-
tempt a sketch of a few of the milestones in actual teaching, whether or
not related to research, which just- possibly have been the irritants that
spurred some curious souls to fin'd out how and why composing is done.
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The bicentennial year suggested a beginning point for historical views
but only suggested. Blame for Including only the second of the two
centuries must be laid at my feet:What happened from 1776 to 1876-is a
darkness yet to be illuthinated by even a single candle. Truly, very, little is
available at the moment to show actual writing by children andadolescents
for even the nineteenth century, and, at the moment, only one examples
is in my possession:

January 1,1872
My dear Parents,

On this happy morning I come before you to present' my
sincere wishes HappyF happy New'Year to you! I feel how your
loving kindness has guarded every day of my life, and how
little I do to prove my love and gratitude. But you are so kind,
ybit overlook all my 'faults, and when-I promise to do better,
you forgive me at once. As I know that nothing would make
you so happy as to see me an obedient, dutiful daughter,i
will try my utmost to please you and my teachers by applying
myself to every task that is given me so that I may be a pleas-
ure and a comfort.tO you. May God bless you; may he give
you health, happiness, ,and.may you enjoy many happy days
together is the wish of your loving daughter.

Sophie

A description of the procedures by, which this demonstration of filial
piety. was achieved was furnished by no less a figure than H. L. Mencken
(who attended the same school as did Sophie) in his book Happy Days
(1940): The writer of the letter, then a, little girl of ten years, later pro-
nounced Mencken's description "exactly the way we did it." Sophie in
1872 and Mencken-in 1886 were treated to the same kind of "composing"
lessonobviously, the copying of their teacher's composition. The writer
of the quoted letter could later remember w instance of independent
writing of any kind. When and where the opportunity to set individual
ideas down on paper was first granted remains to be discovered. In the
diaries and biographies of some authors, in both 'England and the U.S.,
children's writing of individuality4and charm is to be found. It is difficult
to say how the schools treated problems of composing, if they did at all.

Bronson Alcott, father of Louisa May Alcott and now more famous
than ever, wrote in his journals some of his views about the teaching of
writing. He observed that if young children's handwriting is small and
cramped, the children must have been made fearful, and this restriction is
not "natural." Since his four daughters were tutored. at home, by himself
sad by Thoreau; and Emerson, their excellence in composing cannot be
attributed to the very few years they spent in formal schooling.

Both before and after the Civil War, great gaps are evident. What
continuity,' if any, existed between thelnactices of outstanding teachers,
from, colonial times until the postCivil War period? This is an area yet to

\ , : 0
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/
be examined and described using the letters and diaries of adults and young
people of the period, the recollections of living adults, and the journals of
teachers and educational leaders. Courses of study during that period are
another primary .source, although- what was prescribeir- by officials and
what was actually done in classes could be very different. Were teachers
and parents concerned with originality or only with correct form? Were
some teachers concentrating exclusively -on preparation of the elite for
college here or abroad?

Sy.

TEXT BOOKS AND TEACHER S' REFERENCES

The ,evolution of textbooks .constitutes yet another source through
which to trace concern for the changing needs of young children and
adolescents. It does not seem possible at the present time to construct an
adequate picture of the appearance-of texts for teaching composition, to
say nothing of relating those texts to philosophies dominant at various
periods of social and educational history. Though the importance ol
reading instruction was richly represented in early hornbooks and primer3,
as far back as the colonial period of American history, the paucity, or
perhaps even the absence, of composition texts for school children through-
out the 1800s needs to be thoroughly researched...

The view that writing was as natural as talking seemed to be assumed
by Davis.(1839) in one of the early books on methodi. This slender vol-
ume began with a discussion of the duties of parents and teachers and
followed with'chapters on school government and on individual differences.
It then proceeded with separate chapters on teaching the alphabet, spelling,
defining words, grammar, arithmetic, geography, and the use of illustra-
lion, and apparatus and concluded with a chapter on moral education and
the Bible. But it gave no space to instruction in composition. Teachers
were advised to have copies and pens ready for penmanship; the practical
and humane admonition was given to schedule such instruction (during
the winter) for the latter part of the morning, when the ink would no
longer be frozen, and not in the late afteriroon, when children's hands
would tremble from the cold. Davis went on to say:

How pleasant to be able to communicate our thoughts to
absent friends! how useful to be able to record the results of

.$ business! how wonderful to be able to put our thoughts on
Paper, that they may be communicated to minds in other
lands and in other ages!

But he gave no advice as to how this art was to be taught. Indeed, one
must assume, from present minimal evidence, that composiyIon as we now
perceive it simply,m as not taught. Handwriting and spellidg, yes; but how .1

to help children set down their ideas and feelings on paper for a live and
known audience_was ignored in professional references and very probably

IV t I.
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in the classroom. Not until the early years' of the twentieth century did
the schools begin this task.

That early twentieth century texts in-language included instsuctiok_
in-composing is, evident from historical collections. When did the apparently
great eiiiphasis_put4iy early publications upon correct punctuation and
spelling,,inlOng-with,proper Margins and'ciear penmanship, giVe way, to
balanced emphasis upon content or even on sentence formation? To what
extent :did'-texts set the pace for changing To what extent did
pioneer -sehnoit forge ahead' of more conventional ones? How did the
developing held of textbooks relate to such basic position statements as
the-famed Hosic (1917) report and the experience curriculum (Hatfield
1935), just-two milestone domments by acknowledged leaders?

FAMOUS COMMISSIONS ON THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH

In an article surveying the history of creative expression, Kantor
(1975) began with the late nineteenth-century publication of 'the 'justly
famous Report of the Committee of Teti of which the ,prastigious president
of Harvard University, Charles W. Eliot (1894), was the chair. Scarcely a
better choice of historic:.documents could be made, either for !Cantor's
purposes or for the substance of this review. The report of the Committee.
of Ten is quite possibly the first written summation of -a committqe's
point of view about the teaching, of English throughout the elementary
grades and high school. Although 'its main focus was upon secondary
education, the committee reasoned that elementary school must prepare
pupils for the high school curriculuin. The ,followhik excerpts from the
report of the subcommitteeon English, known as the Conference on the
Teaching of English, presented the view of that body on the goals and the
methods of teaching composition in the entire elementary school.

To THE COMMITTEE OF TEN:
The Conference on the Stittly of English has the honor to submit the

following Report:
The Conference was called to order on Wednesday, December 28th,

-1892 'at quarter of eleven. A.M., by Professor Allen. Principal Thurber was
elected Chairman and Professor Kittredge, Secretary. The Conference
remained in session till half past three o'clock Friday, December 30th,
when It adjourned sine die. Very member was present at the deliberations
and took, part in 4ebate. The results embodied in the present Report were
arrived at after much discussion, and represent in all but a few points of
minor Importance the unanimous opinion of the Conference. The subjects
which the-Conference thought were included in its commission are those
usually taught hi schools under the names of English Language,4Inglish
Grammar; 'Composition, Rhetoric, and English Literature. Elocution
appeared to lie outside of the subjects which the meeting was convened
discuss.
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The main direct objects of the teaching of English in schools se. ms
to be two: (1) to enable the pupil to understand the expressed thoughts of
others and to give expression to thoughts of his own; and (2) to.cultivate
a- taste for reading, 'to give the pupil some acquaintance with good lit-
erature, and to furnish him with the means of extending that acquaintance.
Incidentally, no doubt, a variety of other ends may be subserved by ,
English study, but such subsidiary interests should never be allowed to
encroach on the two main purposes just indicated. Further, though itmay
be necessary to consider these main purposes separately in the Report or
even to separate them fonnaily in the statement of a programme, yet in
practice they should never be dissociated in the mind of the teacher and
their mutual dependence should be kept constantly present to the mind of
the pupils. The recommendations of the Conference should all be inter;'...
preted in accordance with these general principles, which were never lost
sight of in its debates.

The recommendations of the Conference fall naturally into two
divisions: (1) English in schools below the high-school grade, and (2)
English -in the high-school.

L THE STUDY OF ENGLISH IN SCHOOLS BELOW THE HIGH-
SCHOOL GRADE

If the,pupil is to secure control of the language wan instrument for
the expression of his thoughts, it isecesSary (1) that, during the period of
life when imitation is the chief motive principle in education, he should be
kept so far as possible away from the influence of bad models and under
the influenck of good models, and (2) that every thought which he ex-
presses, whether orally or on $aper, should be regarded as a proper subject
for criticism as to language. Thus every lesson in geography or physics or
mathematics may and should become' a part of the pupil's training in
English. There can be no more appropriate moment for a brief lesson. in
-expression than the moment when the pupil has something which he is
trying to express. If this principle is not regarded, a recitation in history or
in botany, for example, may easily .undo all that a set exercise in English
has accomplished. In order that both teacher and pupil may attach due
importance to this incidental instruction in English, the pupil's standing in
any subject should depend in part on his use of clear and correct English.

In addition to this incidental training, appropriate special instruction
in English should form a part of the curriculum from the beginning. For
convenience this special instruction may be considered under three heads:
(a) "language" and composition, (b) formal or systematic grammar, (c) read-
ing, or lessons in literature.

A.'"Language" and composition.During the first two years at
school, children may acquire some fluency of expression by reproducing
orally in their own words stories told them by their teachers and by
inventing stories about objects and pictures.
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Not later than the firs!, term of the third school-year children should
begin to compose in writing.. To assist them in overcoming mechanical
difficulties (as of punctuation, the use of capitals,' etc.), they Should be
required to copy and to write from dictation and from 'Memory short and
easy passageatif-Prose and verse. °

Froin-the beginning of the third-to the end of the sixth school-year,
"language-work"ahotild be of three kinds:

1. Orli and written exercises in the correct employment of the forms
of the so,Called uirrerilie verb.i, of pronominal forms, and of words. and
phrases frequently misused.

2..0111 and written exercises in the most elementary form of com-
position, t 'at is, in the construction of sentences of -;rious kinds. The
matter out .1f which thasentencesare to be constructed ;nay, a necessary,
be supplied IT the teacher:Opt the pupil should, from his earliest years, be
encouraged.t3 furnish his own material, expressing his own thoughts in a
natural way. The greatest scare should be taken to make these exercises
practicrather than technical and to avoid the errors of the old-fashioned

`routine method of Instruction in grammar.
3. The writing of narratives and descriptions.These exercises should

begin with the third 'school-year and should be conbzued throughout the
course. The subjects assigged should gradually increase in difficulty: in
the seventh and eighth sclOpky,eals, if not earlier, they may often be
suggested by the pupil's obs&ation or personal experience. The para-
phrasing of poetry is not to be 4ommended as an exercise in prose com-
position: it is often of valle to require the pupil to tell or write, in his
Sown, words, the story of some narrative poem; but the reducing of lyric
poetry to prose is hardly to be defended. Pains should be taken, from the
outset, to enlarge and improvehe child's vocabulary by suggesting to him,
for the expression of his thoughts, better words than those he may himself
haye chosen. He should be trained to recognize when a sentence naturally
closes, and should be warned against running distinct sentences together.
He should also be trained to Perceive the larger divisions of thought which
are conventionally indicated by paragraphs. The teacher should bear in
mind that the necessity of correctness in the formation of sentences and
paragraphs is like the necessity of accurate addition, .subtraction, mul-
tiplication, and division in mathematical work, and that composition
properr:the grouping of sentences and paragraphs,as well as development
of a central idea, should never be taught until this basis of correct sentences
is attained.

Spelling should be learned incidentally, In connection with every
subject studied, and not from a spelling-book.

Coinpositions and all other written exercises should receive careful
and appropriate criticism, and the staff of instructors should be large
enough to protect every teacher trod; an excess of this peculiarly exacting
and fatiguing work. (Pp. 86-88)3
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For elementary and secondary school; the report recommended that
content and method 'preserve tradition and adopt 'a few changes. To the
doctrine, of mental discipline was added e ideal of social efficiency.
Though this seems a small and reluctant step forward to viewers from the
last quarter of the twentieth century, it-must be remembered that the
documen was written just thirty years after the Civil War and during the
last triumphant decade of the reign of Queen Vmictoria. As late as the 1920s,
the Committee of Ten Repoit was revered in some circles, and its pfetpts
shc.?ed curriculum work in a number of school.

A few professional references in the late 1890s and in the first
decade of this century recommended the inlusion of spontaneity and
freedom'in the arching of writing. Th.1 notion of writing for a particular
audience appeared at aboutthis time, as did the writing of poetry.

The next milestone in a sequence of national reports by concerned
specialists was the, Hosic report, so-called for its chairman, James F. Hosic
(191'). Report on the Reorganization of English in the Secondary Scipools
mid,- a considerable departure from the academic requirements of the
Committee of Ten document. Referring to the highly formal requirements
of college entrance examinations and their lack of relation to students'
lives, Hosic and his committee took a clear stand against formal discipline
as the sole principle activating the.selection of high school English content:

Like the .preceding commissions, the committee on college
entrance requirements made a report which tended to foster a
type of English study that practically ignored oral composition
and subjects of expression drawn from the pupil's own exper-
ience, and that constantly applied in the study of literary
masterpieces formal rhetorical\ categories. A reaction against
such a type of study was inevitable.

With the wonderful development of the public high school
during the last two decades that reaction has come. From its
beginning the high school was fighting ground. Established,
like the academy, to provide a greater variety otstudies than
the preparatory school; it was soon itself called upon to -fur-
nish the opportunity for college preparation. Funds were hardly
adequate to carry on courses both for thosg who were going to
college and those who were not, and in the end the definite
desires onthe college-preparatory group triumphed. The effect
was to render the English work excessively formal in character.

This was due in large part to the dogma of formal disci-
pline, which the colleges insisted upon as the essential element
in preparation long after they had partly discaided it for them-
selves. Studies must be hard and disagreeable and a certain
amount of ground must be covered in order that the mind of
youth should be steeled for the intellectual encounters to be
met with in college bays. 'pis was the ideal which had justified
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emphasis upon the classics and mathematics, and it was insisted
upon also for English; and this without regird to the fact that
the term- English covered such diverse subjects as grammar,
composition, literature, history of literature, history of tan-

s- gunge, spelling, etymology, etc. (P. 15)

\ The report of ofCommittee on Composition of the Hosic Commis-
, 1 sion detailed the kinds .of learning.experionces in composition deemed

suitablelor pupils in grades ten through twelve.

REPOROF THE COMMITTEE ON COMPOSITION IN THE TENTH,
ELEVENTH, AND 'TWELFTH GRADES (SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL):

J. PURPOSES OF TEACHIN(.COMPOSITION.

The purpose, of teaching composition is to enable the speak
and write correctly, convincingly, and interestingly. The first step toward
efficiency in the use of language is the cultivation of earnestness and
sincerity; the second is the development of accuracy and correctness; the
third is the arousing. of individuality and artistic consciousness.

A definite point of view must be kept in mind by the teacher ifthls^-,,
general alm.is to be realized; that point of view is that he must meet the
needs of the individual pupil. The development of the expressional powers
of the Individual pupil should be the aim of the teacher rather than the
teaching of specific form and rules. Each year ef,o pupil's life brings
broader outlook through added experience and more mature thought.
Each year, consequently, there is need for an increased mastery of tech-
nique and of more mature forms of expression. Only front a realization on
the part of the teacher of this growth of personality can an adequate
course in composition be organized.

Siich individual treatment requires thho each pupil do much writilig
and speaking on subjects familiar to him. If materiel for oral and Written
work is taken from the experience of the pupil, familiarity with the subject
will enable him (a) to give attention to correctness rather :..han to the
mastery of the thought, (b) to speak or write convincingly by reason of his
own interest, (c) to give some attention to the arrangement and presenta-
tion of his thoughts in a manner likely to arouse interest in others. ,

The classroom activities in teaching compo'sition when arranged in
the order of their importance are: (a) Letter writing; (b) relating of some
simple incidents and explanation of familiar subjects; (c) analysis of pieces
of writing; (d) reports; (e) literary composition; (f) debate.

Letter writing is placed first as being of most importance, since it is
the form of writing the pupil will use most frequently. The pupil should
be able to write a courteous letter according to the forms in general use,
and of the degree of formality or informality appropriate to the occasion.
Second in order of importance is exposition. The second aim, theh, is to
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train the pupil to compose a eltar and readabh paragraph or series of
paragraphs on familiar subject matter, with due observance of unity and
order and with some specific details. Third, is the ability to analyze and
present in outline forin the gist of a lecture or piece of literature, and to
expand such a' outline. The fourth aim comes when the pupil is more
mature and has developed in power of expression. He should be able, with
due time for study and preparation, to plan and work out a clear, well-
ordered, and interesting report of some length ...:;'on his special interests
literary, scientific, commercial, or what not. These four alms should be
kept in mind for all pupils: Other alms'shouldbe kept in Mind for those
who have special aptitudes; for those who have the argumentative mind,
ability to arrange the material for a debate in an effective way; for those
who have 'literary tastes, ability to write a'short story or other bit of
imaginative composition, with some vigor and personality'of style and in
proper form to be submitted for publication, and to arrange suitable
stories in form for dramatic presentation.-

- - -The above aims'have to do chiefly with content and the arrangement
of the -thotight for effectiveness. It must be remembered also that correct;
ness as to formal details is an aim throughout. These details are:. A legible
and firm handwriting, correct spelling, correctness in grammarand idiom,
and observance of the ordinary rules for capitals and marks of punctuation.
These, however, being not specificalliliterary, but the-essentials of good
workmanship in all kinds of written work,, are the concern of all teachers,
and should be enforced in all classes by the authority of the principal.
Beyond these general' requirements the writer should, through his English
work; make an effort to gain an enlarged vocabulary through reading arid
to use a vocabulary in his written work suitable to his audience and the
occasion. cculcise and vigorous style may often be gained uriconsciously
by the reading of authors who possess these qualities, but mere imitation
of style nuiyosult in "fine writing." A pupil may be set for work on the
same project,.lidivever, that an author has worked out if there is no con-
scious did-rt.-to use phrases or words that are not his own. Firrimeis and
flexibility in writing may be gained by reconstructing sentences and par-
agraphs of one's composition.

II. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES.

Classroom activities in composition should be founded upon and
should grow out of the experience of the pupils. These experiences may be
classified as follows:

r: Those that school life provides:
(a) School work.
thy School activities, social and athletic.

2. Those that outside interests provide:
(a) Workpast, present, and future.
(b) Amusements, play.
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(c) Interests in the home.
(d) Other interests, as travel and local industries.
(e) Reading.

School work itself furnishes a vast amount of material for composi-
tion. Heretofore there has been a tendency to base much of the theme
work on the English classic's. The introduction of the seiences and of
vocational training, however, has made a great amount of material growing
out of the actual experience of the pupils available. There is a growing
tendency-to use this material and to reduce greatly the amount of composi-
tion work based on the classics.

All theme work should. be made as real and vital as possible. The
following examples illustrate how school work may be adapted to this
purpose andf suggest methods of giving practice in different types of
discourse. A pupil makes .a field trip with his geography class; this trip
furnishes more vital narrative material than "A visit to England at the time
of Ivanhoe;" it is fresher material even than "Last year's fishing trip...".
Another visits a big chemical factory; extzeme interest in the subject will
tend to produce a good descrip".on of the factory. A third becomes in-
terested in radium in 'the physics class. He readsll that he can find and
assembles his knowledge in a good exposition. A senior has devoted some
time to deciding what he will do after he leaves the high school. An
argument in defense of his decision, whether for a certain college orlor a
certain vocation, has as its basis the mental experience of the pupil himself.

Outside interestsplay, amusements, work, home activities, reading
will furnish a vast amount of material if the teacher is able to direct the

pupils to it. For example; in the class is a boy living in a-Crowded section
Of the city who has taken a prize for havingthe best home garden. He tells
tow to have a successful garden. A boy whose father is assistant to the city
forester ,has a collection of moths and writes well about these beautiful
creatures. The list of such topics is well-nigh ,unlimited, and they are ex-

$ interesting to the class. Moreover, the pupils feel that these topics
are worthy of their efforts. Such exercises can often be presented before
the entire school, sometimes with stereopticon views.

The sports furnish good subjects; for instance, a talk on "Swimming"
might be given by the boy who takes the prizes in the contests; or on "How
to win a foot race," by theboy who won a race in a 'field-day contest.
In general, subjects should be suggested, not assigned.

Forthe very small minority:who seem to have no developed interest,
subjects may have to be assigned. Even in these casts a nucleus of interest
may be found. A visitorin the house talks about the "glass industry." A
boy listens and wants--tcrknow all about the subject. He reads (magazine
articles preferred) and 'gives a `talk, making the subject as interesting as
possible, not a resume of one article but aAsembled knowledge from many
articles. Problems' and questions of the hour may have interest for some
who read the newspapers. This nucleus of interest should be in the mind of
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the pupil, not In the mind of the teacher. The problem of the teacher is to
get at this nucleus. C

, Not only Should the activities on which composition is based be real,
not only should they' touch the life of the pupil in some way through
interest or.experience,.but the exercises themselves should have, as far as
possible, apurpbse. Much of the work in,English may be used for'definite
ends in tice,school itself. A school paper arld an annual furnish means of
present:4 the best poems, stories, rod edit,okials produced in th6 English
classes. By skillful management 'the local newspapers may be induced to
publish some of these exercises. In large-cities a report of school athletics
is made for the local papers every week by pupils, who often receive remu-
neration. Programs may be arranged for the presentation before the school
of the class work in English. Speeches 2f acceptance at the awarding of
medals for various sports may be given as class exercises; and so may the
after-dinner speeches for`clasi banquets.

The orientation of the English work should be the constant aim of
the teacher. The pupil 0All be 1E4 to get freedom of expression If he
choosesan audience, and does not write with the vision of a teacher, blue
pencil in hand; looking over his shoulder.

TheActivities so fir described have's value In that they are likely to
produce clear and defihite expression. They also furnish material for
organization. What the organization of the material shall be is determined
in each case by the purpose in view and the audience for whom the com-
position is prepared. Now, by carefully outlining eacfi subject the pupil
learns unity without being burdened with rules. By working out details
with the help of the outline he learns coherence and emphasis in the same
way.

To sum up: In the composition course, content should appeal to the
pupil as first in importance; organization, second; details of punctuation,
spelling, sentence structure, choice of words (matters of careful scrutiny),
third.

Besides these gelieral and practical activities, there are certain others
by thesis of which special-Capabilities may be developed. Fact writing and
imaginativeriting come from two types of mind. The pupil who can write
a short story should be given an'opportunity and should have special train-
ing, but excellence in short-story writing, or even fair work, should not be
inside a standard for passing pupils, nor should inability to write a fair
story be made a'basis for failure. All pupils should be encouraged to try,
however, otherwise ability In this line may not be discovered. Many times
this ability can be discovered early in thecourse. If a pupil can tell an in-
cident or write a good description showing "vigot and personality," he is
likely to be the one who can manage a short story/. Some trials at verse
writing will reveal cupils who have ability in this direction. The same is
true of dramatization. Easy exercises in the writing of conversation that.
shows character will reveal pupils who, wittspecial training, can dramatize.
Here again the work, i.e., dramatiiation, should be based on the interests
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of the pupils. Material fordramatization may often be found in local
history. ,

short, there should be frequent exercises in imaginative writing as
"trials" in the ?illy years of the high school. Special training in dramatiza-
tion, advertisement writing, journalism, and shortstory writing should be
Placed in the last year.

Whatiihas %owl said of the short story is also, true of debatingnot
every pupil has the debating mind. The one who has will discover himself
in classroom argument and should be encouraged by the teacher to debate.
Debating societies, where the pupils take the initiative, should be organtzed
for those who can profit by them.

lictures niay be. used at any time to suggest a theme or a train of
though me profitable work may be done by the use of the right type
of picture. example; the cartoon may often 'be used for the. devel-
opment of a short . The chief editorial of the day in many news-
papers is "often put into ttiicartoon,

Letter...writing should be a frequent class exercise. Pupils should be
. given constant practice in ,the writing of letters that have a real purpose;

the body of the letter should grow out of the interest of the pupils. The
boys take more interest in ordering a bill' of goods from "Spalding's" than
books from a publishing company. The boy who has a garden would prefer
to write for-seeds. Letters of application should, if possible, be written for
real rosjitions, to real persons. Invitations to school parties and banquets
should be made clasS exercises. Letters may, in some cases, be.written to

o the priircipal asking for class standings.
The spirit of informal letter writing may be stimulated by the simpler

letters of Stevenson, Dickens, Carroll, and Lincoin. The pupil shotild feel
that in the letter he has absolute freedom to write on a familiar subject,
with more revelation:of peisonal feelings and tastes than in any other
form. tie proble.ra is to show the pupil that he has mental and emotional
experiences worth while putting into a letter.

The chief forms should lie as familiar as the multiplication table. A
letter that has one inadmissibl feature 1n heading, salutation, or closing
deserves censure.'

Oral composition is growing in fay% Ability to think on one's feet
and to express one's thoughts Clearly, forcibly, and persuasively, should be
the WM. Like the written work, this oral work should be definite and have
a purpose. A. class of bays, for example, sees a definite value in being
trained to explain "how to make a weld" as a foreman must explain it to
apprentices. It is not difficult for them to see that the one who interests
his audience (the claii), who holds their attention by his char, distinct
articulation and orderly presentation wilrvery likely be able to control the
men.Put in his charge. Young people are severe critics. Their vote of "good"
or "bad" is a great Incentive. Many excellent pupils who have for two years
of their school life recited from five to ten minutes in a connected, orderly
manner are, often able to say but a few words, and those in a confused
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r
manner, when called upon to face a class: Oral composition is alinost val-
ueless unless the pupil -stands before the class. Thirty pairs of strange,
questioning, doubting, curious eyes are more terrifying than one,fainiliar,
critical pair thiit the pupil has been in the hatrit of reciting to, and heisce.
the pupil gains valuable self-control inlearning to face them. An exercise
where presence, showing dignity and control, is essential, makes a direct
appeal to pupils. In such exercises the pupil finds himself and gains ini-
tiative. The oral work should be continuous throughout the course, not
made up of just a few lessons for a few weeks. The aim.should be devel-
opment of power to think before an audience and to find the language in

-which to express oneself.
In general, the classroom activities in composition should springfrom,

the life of the pupil and should develop in him the power to express his
individual experiences. In order to assist in meeting these requirements-a,
course has Wen suggested which includes for each year (a) specific aims;
(b) a collection of suitable material; (c) suggestions as to method ap-
plicable to the material. (Pp. 54-59)

The Hosic -report may well be the first national committee report
to cite in a quisi-official document some relationship between speaking
and writing. For the early high school years, the committee recommended
imaginative exercises as "trials," to select students of talent for further
training in literary writing in grade twelve. Such.training was to consist of
the writing of short stories, draina, and verse.

To understand some of the pronouncements of this repOrt, one must
envision a nation engaged in the First World War, a world in which mon-
archy was waning but still was being fought for. Education of the elite
and selectiyity in education dominated even public-school thinking. College
was for the wealthy and for a few lucky, hard-working, and gifted young
men and for even fewer women.

It is indicative of the- upheaval of the time that just sev4ntein yehrs
after-the Hosic report came a document representing views of teachers
who chaired active committees of the National Council of Teachers of
English (NOTE). Entitled An Experience Curriculum (Hatfield 1935), this
important document illustrated a sweeping forward movement. Even its
name dramatized its departure from the strictures of formal discipline.
Whereas the Committee of Ten in 1894 had not emphasized writing about
personal experiences until grades seven and eight ("if not earlier"), the
Hatfield report suggested such writing begin in grade one, closely allied
with oral compusing, drama, and exposure to literature. Obviously, creativ-
ity was given a much larger role. Not restricted to pupils of talent, original-
ityeas to be supported by specifically described experiences in observing,
imagining, and reflecting. The commission under Hatfield's leadership also
distinguished between creative writing carried out for Its intrinsic satisfac-
tions and composition of a utilitarian nature, serving social communication
purposes.
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The influence of An Experience Curriculum was of historic impor-
tance, although positions opposed to its emphasis on creativity and "real"
communication made themselves felt. Still another conflict arose between
forces-, atIvociting a return to a traditional Latin-based- grammar and
proponents of emerging scie'nceof lingu iitics. The old contest continued
between trrininiin-the anics'of writing and allowing a spontaneous,
peisonal writing. Some of the gulf continues to separate the proponents of
imaginative expression from the defenders of/actual and business commu-
nication. However, the wealth of teaching ideas and the comprehensiveness
of the program delineated in 1935 by Hiltfield and the NCTE Curricultim
Commission are still germane to curriculum development, promoting the
inteKration'of writing with the entire language arts program and, indeed,
with the entire curriculum.

Other documents developed by leading teachers in the broad dis-
cipline of Eiigliih at both elementary and secondary. levels appeared as
organizations other than NCTE assumed responsibilities. In fact, concern
for composition in the curriculum extended to the college years, both
undergraduate and graduate diyisions. An entire series of books on the
English curriculum was originated by NCTE, and iii each the needs of
students and teachers were considered. This broad venture occupied many
years during the late 1950s and 1960s.

Concurrent with the completion of the last in the NCTE curriculum
volumes was a meeting 6: representativas from four qrganizations: NCTE,
the Modern Language Association, the American Studies Association, and
the College English Association. All levels of education were represented
by professors of English and of education, leaders of professional organiza-
tions, administrators, and a representative of the United States Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. These leaders addressed the problems
of teaching English in the period following the 'Second World War, when
colleges and 'graduate schools were pressured by peak enrollments and
when it seemed necessary to reduce the time needed' for doctoral-level
preparation, while maintaining high standards of knowledge, both in depth
and in breadth. Difficulties between pedagogy and content were debated,
as were the gaihs and dilemmas of cross-disciplinary studies.

The section of their report that dealt with writing at all levels was
the work of the several members of the Basic Issues Conference. This task
force was concemed with both the general and the specific' problems of
composition teaching. The first meeting Of the conference, in 1958, dis-
cussed current practices and problems at every level and age of schooling.
Smaller work sessions followed, and a final all-member meeting arrived at
agreement'in principle for the published report of the conference on the
Basic Issues in the Teact:ng of English (1959). The problems included
were those of continuity, of differentiation of programs to meet student
needs during an age of ever-broadening social and economic student
populations, and of respect for standards of excellence. The teaching of
writIng in elementary and secondary schools was considered to include
both imaginative and objective communication aspects. The basic issues
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are still with us in 1977, both in theory and in practice. Indeed, some have
become more acute.

SUPPORT FOR STUDIES OF COMPOSITION

Two other important activities carried on in the 1960s, when federal
Money for such projects was available, should be noted. One was Project
English, a series of explorations in curriculum development, -conducted
largely at the University of Nebraska and at Northwestern University. The
Nebraska Center related children's writing primarily to literature: children
were to emulate literary models by extension, by paralleling, or by other
means. Large, compendious reports were pgalished as part of a government-
sponsored project.: A second and complementary activity also gained
federil support during that decade. Workshops for teat-hers were carried
on at many universities; some of them were aimed at helping teachers with
their own writing. One series'of workshops; which puhished useful data

'about its results, was held at the University of Georgia. Other workshops
focused primarily on planning ways and means of including more opportu-
nifiesor many kinds of writing. It must be recalled that this burgeoning
of concern for composing took place at a time when elementary teachers
were approaching "the reestrimath" and much more work in science.

A' counter effort, yet in some ways a complementary one, was the
meeting of leaders from the United Kingdom and the United States at the
Dartmouth Conference., in 1966. Twenty-eight teachers from the United
States, twenty from the United Kingdom, and one from Canada met in
lite August and early September under the auspices of NCTE, the Modern
Language Association, and the prit!sh National Association for the Teach-
ing of English. Fifst-hand, informal accounts by some of the participants
revealed the colorful, spirited, and, at times, acrimonious debates that
took place that summer in Hanover, New Hampshire. The published report,

'Growth through English (Dixon 1967), revealed some of the consensus
achieved and, to Dixon's credit, expressed regrets for the omission of some
of the minority views. For both' elementary and secondary years, a freer
atmosphere for writing' was espoused. The preservation of creativity was
supported through acknowledgment of the need for more information
about the apparent polarization of reality and fantasy in early adolescence.

A second report, The Uses of English (Muller 1967), presented a
somewhat-more structured array of principles and ways of putting them to

. work, ranging from fundamentals in chapter one, "What Is English?"
through, democracy in the classroom, mass media, and myths, to chapter
ten, "The. Issues of Responsibility." The influence of these two volumes
is difficult to assess, tut whatever the final opinion may be-if there be
anything final in the ,realm of teaching-those reports will continue to
present-a-portrait, of the complexities of English teaching and learning.

If serious professional attention to research seems to nave been rare-
,

a conclusion that is well-nigh inescapable-there are now some encouraging
signals. NCTE gives recognition at its annual convention to promising
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young-researchers. The first such award was made in 1970, and, thus far,
seven of these awards have been made for research in composition.

NCTE also 'originated a 'research foundation in 1960 and thus far
has helped ti, support six projects dealing with compositiqn research. The
first subsidy was given in 1963, and the six studies now completed embrace
a variety of problems. Yet another award made by NOTE began another
venture of great service to researchers. The magazine Elementary English;
devoted to the teaching of the language arts in elementary schools and
published, since 1975 under the title Language Arts, began a,series of
research summaries which included studies in composition. Various leaders
in elementary education have authored.these summary surveys. Appearing
almost every year since 1957, they have become a valuable tool for in-.
vestigators.

LEADERS AND CONTROVERSIES

Any historical overview of an educational movement, no matter how
abbreviated, must include the work of leaders. Had there not beenepropo-
nent- ,d demonstrators of change, the work of commissions and councils
and associations could not occur. In recalling great individual liberators of
the writing of children and adalescents, the name Hughes Mearns imme-
diately flashes before the mind. His books, Crptive Youth (1929) and
Creative Power (1958, 1975) have become beacons to those fumbling
toward the freeing of young people's originality, to those who know by
intuition and observation that there must be more to teaching than mark-
ing corrections on students' papers. Gifted teacher and humane counselor,
Mearns was also a novelist and a charming, gracious speaker with a gentle
and contagious sense- u or. Another great contributor to the concern
for teaching composi ng with the whole complex of literacy was
Dora V. Smith. Her d I study (1928) or high school children's com-
position was followed by' a vigorous career in writing, in teaching, and in
nationwide lecturing and consulting. Perhaps the climax of this challenging
life was a world tour in search of manuscripts written by natives of the
developing nations after World War II. The names Harold Rugg, John T.

'Frederick, James Hosic, Luella Cook, Louis La Brant, and others as far
back as Hinsdale TI898)-deserve_many pages. And nearly all leaders from
the turn of the century until today would want, no doubt, to pay tribute
to John Dewey. His contribution to philosophy and to education continues
to extend fa} beyond the borders of America and beyond the limits of his
long life. His influence was, and is, a galvanic power in the'progress toward
freedom and discipline in education.

It wo.uld be a distortion of fact, however, to weave i magic carpet of
great names and to fly on it through the history of composition teaching
in this century, without acknowledging crosscurrents and strong head-
winds. Continuity and evolution emerge as in any historical study, but
regression occurs as well as progress. Indeed, it appears that action has
regularly been followed by reaction, as cited in the well-known physical
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law, thou;,:i in historical perspective reaction is not always opposite and
equal, Here again, names flash to mind: The titles Quackery in ihe_Atlilic
Schdols (Lynd 1950) and Educational Wastelands (Bestor 1953) became
something of a slogan, if not quite,a battlecry, for those groups wanting a
return to "the good old days." Though serving as a rallying point for many
whoopposed Change on principle, these books brought many communities
to the vigorous examination. of their schools for the first time since the' rapid expansion folloviing World War H. Debates in parent-teacher groups
"waxed wroth." "My chilcan't spell" and "My child is'in high achtml and'
still can't Write a decent sentence" were complaints freq ently heard.
Many shades of community leadership gave expression to a plethora of
diverse opinion among teachers.

Fortunately, money Was still available in tha sixties and early sev-'
enties for considerable experimentation. His hoped that the period of
economic stringency of the mid-seventies will prove a clearing period for
beliefs and:methods. Perhaps a few years of less violent controversy may
effect a meeting of minds and produce greater satisfactions for teachers
and pupils: A clearer,realization of goals of English teaching in general and
of composition in particular might lead to clearer research directions. ,

PRESENT STATUS IN COMPOSITION RESEARCH

No formal survey is available, but it is safe to illy that more research
in composition is now going on in universities in the U.S. than ever before,
even"more than during the productive decades of the 1920s and 1960s.
This is true in part because relatively little was done earlier. Research in
reading started long before research in composition pined much ground.

0r fields of English also received greater attention. One cannot say that
Position research has achieved parity with these fields, but certainly

progress has been and is being made. The study of linguistics has contrib-
uted considerable impetus to this robust growth. Many studies have been
done in children's written syntax and in developmental saquences in thit
syntax. Hunt's identification of the "T-unit" (1963) and O'Donnell,
Griffin, and Norris's (1967) comparison of the oral and written syntax of
young children are two of the leading examples. Seminars in English re-
search methods have been held at national conventions of NCTE. The
National Conference on Research in'English cosponsors meetings at which

1 certain aspecis4of writing are considered. An accounting of this increased
,h-attention research in writing should now be attempted, including the

'composing' protess, handwriting, spelling, linguistic structures, and psycho-
linguistic -Ito* th and competency. Publications on children's writing
appear to be increasing in number; they need to be analyzed to determine
whether the` appearance of improved research quality, as well as sheer
frequency, is genuine and not illusory:

For all the apparent productiveness of the present decade in getting
at the nature of the writing of children and adolescents, certain questions
continue to be perplexing. What causes youngsters to want to write? How
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much motivation is inborn, is just because fundamentally we are commu-
nicating animals? How much stems from home, from contact with adults
whom children see writing for obvious and satisfying purposes? How much
motivation is affected by the media, those complex influences that touch
us all? What fraction of motivationto write is built upon early approval at
homewhen a laborious "drawing" of 'Words on paper extends the reach
of young explorers to a realm they only vaguely souse? Does the desire to
write need constant rekindling by peers and adults who give. immediate
approval to each effort to communicate on paper? What satisfactions are
needed by adolescents-to fortify their confidence and thekurge to`write?
We teachers and researchers are only stumbling toward some answers to
these questioni. -

And still more questions should be asked. How does stimulation to
write differ from motivation? How are the two integrated into the affective-
cognitive systemi of the learner? When is requirement a constructive force?
When is it helpful and when destructive? Can schools do anything to
counter strongly negative parental influences, sometimes direct and force-
ful, sometimes covert but nonitheless'powerful?

Much more also needs to be done in ioestigating the rehttion of
writing to oral, language.. Beginnings wed they need to be built
upon. How does the relative permanence of magnetic tape affect the need
to write? The same kind of question needs to be pursued in considering
the relation of oral language to reading. And further, is there a supporting

\relation between teliyision and writing? If yes, under what conditions?
Much more needs to be leltrned about the uses of the tape recorder as an
akd to writing. Not only can syntax be investigated in studying this rela-
tionship, but it may also be passible to perceive some of the bridges from
the unconscious to the conscious which may be the very essence of com-
posing. Hard, yes, but vastly important! Fortunately there are some models
that good researchers can replicate and adapt to special circumstances.

CURRENT TECHNIQUES IN EXAMINING COMPOSING PROCESSES

One way to economize research effort is to replicate outstanding or
seminal studies. Only three such studies are reported .here, much too
briefly. The first is the doctoral study by Graves (1973) at the-University
of Buffalo, supervised by Walter Petty and incluaed among those of
"promising young researchers" cited by NCTE in 1974.

Graves'sdoctoral dissertation is a case study. It is, however, a case
study with many ramifications, including well-nigh microscopic detail
recorded as the subject, Michael, wrote. Graves reported the parents'
reactions and general ideas about their son's schooling and home interests,
alongyWith observations of relationships with peers in school and with
brother and sister at home.

. Selecting Michael as the subject of the case study was, in itself, an
unusual and productive technique. The purpose of the investigation was to
study behaviors related to the writing process, to formulate instructional
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hypotheses, and to derive directions for further research in writing. Four
second-grade classrooms in two public school's in a residential community
near Buffalo, New York, furnished the subjects for observation: seven
pupils, in addition to Michael, were studied with equal care but were
minimally reported;Adult males, in the community were largely blue-collar
workers, and the number of school years completed by adults averaged
12.2; this parental background was typical for the children in the four
second-grade classes. Two rooms were rated formal; two, informal. Class-
rooms were designated formal if thirty percent of each day's 'activities
were chosen by the pupils; in informal classes, the pupils chose at least
sixty percent of their activities. In the formal classes, no more than thirty
percent%of the teacher's time was spent with iioups of fewer,than five
children, whereas, in the informal rooms, no leis than sixty percent of her
time Was spent with groups of fewer than fiie pupils. The teachers were
women, each with a minimum of six years of experience. Two children
were chosen from each of the four classes; their mean age at the beginning
of the study was 7.7 years. No children of unusually high intellectual
capacity or who showed emotional,or learning difficulties were included.

Data were collected from the first week of December 1972 to mid-
April 1973. These data covered four phases of investigation: (1) logging
of all writing by all pupils in the four classrooms, including later analysis
for theme, length, illustrations, and teacher comments; (2) recording of
behaviors during writing episodes; (3) recording of children's views of their
own writing and of writing in general; and (4) completing of eight case
studies, using material from parent interviews, tests, educational histories,
and extended observations of each child.

The observation records of children's behaviors during writing ep-
isodes are in themselves worthy of much more extensive use in several types
of research. Such details were recorded as the child's use of resources in
the room for spelling or for information of various kinds; comments to
peers, and whether such comments were initiated by the writer, a neighbor,
or the teacher; proofreading, whether of a word just written or of the
whole, so far as the writing 'Jed gone; and a host of other matters relevant
to the actual committing of wiirds tc paper. Form and coding for this
observation of behavior appear exemplary. All ..ildren in the four classes
kept writing folders, in order to avoid excessive attention to the eight case -
study children and to collect information about total classroom activity
and atmosphere. In addition, the investigator noted the writing frequency
of many children, the occurrence of assigned writing versus unassigned
writing, the length of each piece, and the themes chosen by these seven-
year-olds.

After the data were collected from the children and from the eight
case-study pupils, Michaql was chosen for elaborate reporting because a
large proportion of his writing was unassigned. Graves assumed that such
writing would reveal more about developmental phenomena. Michael had
also shown a great amount of behavioral change during the four-month
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course of thestudy. The fifty-nine pages of his case study present a complex
and illuminating picture of writing growth, both cognitive and effective.
That these phenomena are observed within the comparatively short span
of four and a half months presents some problems. Further studies need to
examine a longer growth period.

The first two of Graves's conclusions about learning environments
are given below.

Informal' environments give greater choice to children. When
children are given choice to write, they write more and in
greater length than when specific assignments are given.

Results from informal environments demonstrate that children
do not need direct motivation or supervision in order to write.
(P. 211)

From Graves's seven conclusions on sex differences in writing, only three
are quoted here.

f
Girls compose longer writings than do boys in either formalor
informal environments.

Boys from either environment write more in unassigned writing
than do girls. Unassigned writing seems to provide an incentive
for boys to write about subjects not normally provided in
teacher assigned work. Teachers- do not normally assign work
that includes themes from secondary and extended territory,
the areas most used by boys in unatwiLwriting.

Boys seldom use the first person form, especially the I form,
unless they are developmentally advanced. (Pp. 211-12)

Important as are Graves's findings, his research techniques are per-
haps mcre important. Among the procedures used, the case-study selection
seems essential to the revelation of the uniqueness and complexity Lf the
composing process. His delineation of the variables at work in anywriting
episode gives substance to the claim, usually based upon intuition an
informal observation, that writing is indeed a many-faceted opetation.
Selection of individuals for special analysis, within the context of class-
room procedures and with the climate and stimuli peculiar to each class,
retained the natural setting so often omitted in research. Inclusion of
parents through several interviews, informal yet disclosing matters germane
to the children's growth, was of equal value.

Replication of Graves's study at later age levels and application of
_segments of it to other seven-year-olds seem to be obvious next steps to
add to our knowledge about the nature of, and the relationships among,
many variables in composing. One curious omission from the investigator's
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description of classroom stimuli was library use. Also omitted were descrip-
tions of the sharing, of literature in group activities or in individual con-
ferences.

A studY'of the use of tape recorders as an adjunct to composing,
specifically; to hear what one says as one thinks/writes, was reported by
Tovatt and Miller (1967). Working with ninth gradeis in the laboratory
school at Indiana State Univeriity at Muncie, Indiana, they bad the for-
tunate arrangement of a classroom adjoining a workroom containing
eighteen study carrels. A stratified sample of pupils was assigned toexper-
imental and control groups, and an expeiieneed and enthralastic teachea
was selected for each class. The experimental groves had the advantage at
demonstrations of how teachers used the reeoider in their own composing.
The investigators gave a vivid description of one such 'demonstration, in
which the teacher asked for suggestions from the "unit theme" and, after
some consideration, selected a topic. Donning a headset and starting the
recorder, he paused, as he tried to get a flow of ideas, to catch a feeling for
the sound and rhythm of beginning phrases, and then said the words as he
put them on paper. He waited when necessary to let his pEtn catchup with
his voice. After a paragraph or so, he played back what he had written,
stopping at times to insert or, to cross out words on his paper. He then
pointed our. to the class how he made certain choices, the point of view ho
wanted to establish for a particular audience, and other matters. He was
frank about his groping tentativeness as he wrote and how he tested the
effectiveness of his efforts. Other details about rewriting and changing are
included in, the report.

This study was carried on with ninth graders for three successive
years, beginning in the academic year 1964-1965. Careful records of work
and tests were analyzed with the following results: The first hypothesis
was that students taught by the oral-aural-visual (OAV) procedure,would
achieve greater competence. The second hypothesiswas that such stident.i
would develop a snore favorable attitude towari writing. Analysis of Lest
results and ratings of students' writings showed no significant superiority
of either conventional or OAV approaches. However, gains made by OAV
classes were 'rtarkedly greater than were n,rmative standards for the tests
uid. Nor did either group show-Vs/lore positive attitude toward Englisi,
but it might be surmised that the generally higher achievement in reading,
writing, talking, and listerIng indicates a more positive solitude. Although
their resul: were incest:10.s-, , her investigatdrs usad an approach well
worth further trial, as is the examination of linkages between listening,
writing, and talking. Teacher demonstration follow ed by self-analysis is a
variable, of course, that should be accounted for in future studies.

A third research design 'deserving thention is that by Emig (1971).
This study applied a case-study method to twelfth graders representing
diverse social strata in the greater metropolitan area of Chicago. Eight
students volunteered, five girls and three boys, Six were reco.nmended by%
their high school English chair as "gdod" writers, and three were NCTE
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Achievement Award winners. Each of the eight met four times with the
investigator, the first time for an informal session followed by a short
writing exercise. In this writing episode, each subject spoke aloud what he
or she was thinking and writing. ,This oral production was tape recorded,
and the investigator sat nearby so that she could observe and take.notes.
The se,...ions differed in the kind of writing asked for. Further, each student
gave a writing "biography," revealing recollections of earlier writing
experiences, whether encouraging or discouraging-in effect. The students
engaged in reflexive writing, defined as a contemplative extension of
personal thought and feeling, an in extensive writing, defined as active,
Informative, and audience oriented. The latter was more often done for
English class assignments in their respective schools.

Testing four hypotheses concerning high school students" composing_
processes revealed many findings and implications about the teaching of
English, in counterpoint to the needs of students and the needs of society.
What is of great signifiCance in building future, research is the application
of case.study methods using students' oral verbalization of what they,.
think and feel as they write. Refinements and extensions of this technique
are potentially numerous. Emig was generous in her critique of the size
and selectivity of her sample and other details of the investigation. The
study furnished models for adaptation to younger-students, as well as to
adults, and shows ways of systematizing some aspects of recording and
analyzing- those recordings. Moreover, its presentation of writings about

Q

writingis itself a valuable demonstration of scholarship.

CONCLUSION

With some knowledge of historical trends in teaching and research
and with modeli from recent investigations, researchers now have much to
look forward to in pursuing the questions still unanswered. More precise
research ptocedures and increased interest in composing processes of,
individual writers in their social settings auger well for the future.

ti
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Reading Instruction and Research:

In Historical Perspective

H. ALAN ROBINSON
Hofstra University

Burrow's trailblazing chapter on
q instruction and research in written

+I
j. composition stands as one of very

few reviews with this historical
focus. In contrast, this chapter

i represents, in the main, a synthesis
of much that has already been writ-\ ten about reading instruction and
research. Ni la Banton Smith is

thanked for furnishing the primary source on which the chapter is based.
Only the part covering the period from 1965 to 1976 "uriginated" from
the observations, insights, and educated guesses of this writer.

The sole method of teaching the reading of English in seventeenth
century colonial America, to our knowledge, was "the ancient classical
method of having the child start with a mastery of letters, then oftyliables,
and finally of words and sentences" (Mathews 1966, p. 27). Since that
time, what I have chosen to call the overlap principle has been in evidence.iEssentially, the overlap principle addresses itself to the repetitio , througi)
the centuries, of previously introduced methods that overlap (s metimes
in small and often In large measure) those procedures introduced in a
given era. Then the "new" methods take on the overlapping role as they
remain, In varying degrees, across time. Today, as I believe I demonstrate
later, we have vestiges of a number of the methods used at one time or
another in the past.

The nature of the materials used as bases for the teaching of reading
has changed mr,re dramatically over time, although the overlap principle is
discernibli to some extent. The hornbook and the Psalter are museum
pieces, but basal readers still flood the market, along with individual vol-
umes aimed at Improving reading ability. The content of the materials has
met the needs of given epochs of our history; or, rather, the content has
been structured to meet needs seen by authors and publishers.
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It seems interesting to view the overlap principle in operation, as
we trace. both methods and materials across the unfolding of an independ-
ency of states to our present status as .the United States. In the bulk of
this chapter, I attempt to present a picture of historicartrends in reading
methodology, the content and structure of instructional and supplemental
materials, and, to a limited extent, research activity.

In preparing the chapter,I utilized a number of primary and sec-
ondary sourcesall of value. But, as indicated earlier, I leaned mostheavily
on Smith's intensive and extensive review, American Reading Instruction,
published by the International Reading Association in 1965. In fact, this
chapter is organized essentially in line with the time periods Smith used as
her framework for looking at reading instruction from a historical perspec-
tive. For 'minutely detailed descriptions of methods and materials up to
1965, I recommend reading Smith's engaging and largely objective dzc-
umenton reading instruction in the United States.

BEFORE INDEPRNDENCE

The first. instructional materials used in reading (by English-speaking
colonists) were imported from Great Britain. The materials emphasized
religious content, and, almost always, at one point or another in the
instructional sequence, the Psalter (a book of psalms used primarily for
devotional purposes) and the Bible were in evidence.

For the very beginning stages of instruction, the hornbook, also
imported from Great Britain, was frequently used.. The hornbook was
usually about three inches .by four inches of paper fastened on a thin
paddleshaped piece of wood, iron, pewter, or even ivory or silver. At first
the hornbook only contained the alphabet, but the content Was soon
expanded to include syllables and some basic religious selections. Smith
(1965, p. 6) conjectured that a hornbook made of gingerbread, a favorite
of the time, "was perhaps the first attempt to motivate readinginsifuctioh."

The ABC book was sometimes used following the completion of the
hornbook, but most ofter the first book was called a primer, not because

was a first book, but because it was 'primary-in containing the 'min-
imum essentials' deemed necessary for one's spiritual existence" (Smith,
p. 8). The New England Psalter, The Protestant Tutor, and The New Eng-
land.Primer were among the most popular texts of the day. Spellers were
introduced, and, as Dodges described in chapter one, they added the
dimension o: spelling instruction but also included instruction in reading,
religion, and morals. Strong's England's Perfect SchoolMaster was one of
the first spellers on the market-1710...

Usually the books were very small, often about two and a half
inches by four and a half inches in size. Most of the instructional materials
proceeded from simple to complex in respect to number of letters and
syllables. No provision was made for repetition or distribution of the
words being introduced. The rate of introduction of new words per page
ranged from twenty to one hundred.
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During this time period, no professional books, manuals, or courses
of study existed to>provide conceptual bases for the teaching of reading.
Methods were imported (for English-speaking colonists) from Great Britain.
The following sequence, apparently growing from a simplistic notion that
instruction proceeds from small to large units, seemed to be the customary
methodology.

1. Learn the alphabet by rote, forward and backward.
2. Point out the individual letters, in the alphabet and as they

appear in words. (There appears to have been some use
of squares of ivory with pictures and letters on them.)

3. After mastering all the letters, proceed to the syllabarium
(organized groups of consonant -vowel clusters) and learn
them by rote: ba, be, bi, bo, bu; and so on.

4. Then, using the ability to name the letters, spell out lists of
short wordsusing this [magical] means of pronouncing
the words.

5. Proceed to memorization of sentences and selections.
6. In some cases, answer geheral questions about selections.

In all cases _content was considered more important than any meth-
odology directed toward developing independent readers. Oral reading was
promoted as the 'reading procedure for social and religious needs. The
reader in the family read to other family members from what was probably
the one piece of reading material in the homethe Bible.

1776 TO 1840

Not surprisingly, the emphasis in the content of instructional reading
materials from 1776 to 1840 was nationalistic, with a good deal of the
moralistic included. (There was overlap, of course, for many of the mate-
rials used prior to independence were still in service.) Led by Noah Webster
with his blue-back spellers in a variety of editions, authors aimed to purify
the language in the U.S., to develop loyalty to the new country, to inculcate
high ideals of virtue and moral behavior, and to develop elocutionary
ability. Hence, exercises focused on the right pronunciation, on patriotic
and historical selections, proverbs, moral stories, fables, and so forth, as
well as on expressive oral reading. Expository literature dominated the
scene, however. Numerous new authors produced popular primers, readers,
and spellers. Also the first set of readers was born. -

The "spelling" method of teaching reading was still prevalent, but,
with Webster and others attempting to unify the language,-a type of
phonics was developed. Sounds were taught, letter by letter and syllable
by syllable, to stress articulation and pronunciation, as well as to "correct"
dialects. Worcester, Gallaudet, and Taylor, in the period between 1820
and 1835, advocated a word method which sustained some popularity.
Gallaudet introduced the word-to-letter method, in which a word was
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.
shown under the picture of a particular objectthe beginnings of devel-
oping a sight vocabulary; however, at that time, pupils learned each of
the letters in the word.

Nevertheless, whatever method was used to try to learn ,,cirds, the
overriding emphasis appeared to be on elocution. The teacher would read
a sentence, and the pupils would keep pronouncing it until they said it
"properly." This approach necessitated learning much information about
commas, colons, and other punctuation and about the rules of reading
aloud.

During the latter part of this time period, Keaky, a physician, intro-
duced The Pestalozzian Primer, -with emphasis on meaning and thinking.
Interpreting Pestalozzi, Keagy spoke out against saying words "without
having the corresponding ideas awakened in their [the youngsters'] minds"
(Mathews 1966, p.65). He suggested that children be helped to build up
much useful knowledge prior to reading and that they then start reading
whole words at sight. He felt flat word antlysis should follow fluent
reading of stories. Keagy appears to have been a minority forerunner of
the greater emphasis on thinking during reading which emerged as one
detnite trend in the next time period.

1840 TO 1880

This time period was characterized, according to Smith, by a search
for more effective methods of teaching reading, since the national em-
phasis appeared to focus on promoting intelligent citizenshipnot an
unexpected trend for a diveloping nation. The content of readers was
turning from patriotic and moral selections (at a slow but steady pace) to
emphasis on reading for information, reading to find out about real events,
and reading to learn more about nature. Some literary selections were
included mainly for elocutionary purposes. Often the content seemed dull,
particularly in the beginning books of the extremely popular McGuffey
readers. In these beginning books, sentences were emptasized, rather
than longer selections; the sentences were usually quite meaningless and
uninteresting, as they were "subservient to the phonetic elements which
MCGuffey selected for drill purposes" (Smith, p. 106). One set of readers,
by Willson, featured only scientific content. -,

During this period, though, another way of approaching reading"
instruction began to bloom. Although Keagy's The Pestalozzian Primer,
introduce'd during the preceding time period (1776 to 1840), had some
influence and popularity, it, remained for Horace Mann to really guide
Pestalozzian principles and methods into American reading instruction.
Mann provided the developing discipline of reading instruction with its
first conceptual framework. He denounced most existing methods as
refusing children a chance to think; he said that they were so imitative
that "a parrot or even an idiot could do the same thing" /Smith, p. 78).
The Pestalozzian movement, which stressed use of all senses and immediate
application to meaningful situations, resulted in the use of word methods,

,
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pictures, and materials dealing with objects and expe:iences rniliar to
children. .

Word methods appeared to grow out of the application of Pestalozzian
principles, but also out of the independent thinking of individuals who
rebelled against what, they considered to 'be boring methodology that inter-,

fered with learning. Bumstead, who based his My Little Primer specifically
on a word method, stated that "children are delighted with ideas; and in
school exercises : . they are disgusted with their absence." He also in;

. dicated that the words in his readers were chosen regardless of length and
"the popular *Mon that a word IS easy because it is short." He said a
word "is easy or difficult, chiefly, -alit expresses an idea easy or difficult
of comprehension" (Smith, p. 88).

Word methods, however, did not concentrate on context. Pupils
were first confronted with lists of war& and then went on to the ap-
proaches still used most frequentlythe "alphabet-phonetic" methods.
The syllabarium method disappeared, but "heightened attention to the
principle of 'proceeding from the simple to the complex' was generally_ and
painstakingly applied" (Smith, p. 86). Spelling and reading instruction
were closely tied together essentially through concentration on phonetics,
or phonics.

At the same' time, emphasis was still placed on expressive oral reading
and elocutionary ability, in company with many of the overlapping aims
of the earlier periods. Nevertheless, the introduction of some stress on
meaning was prevalent both in the discussions of individual words and
when pupils read passages. "Some attention was now called to meanings in
the upper grades through questions' on the content and definitions of
words, both of which were specified in the book" (Smith, p. 86).

Because of the edevelopment of graded schools during this time
period (a Pestdozzian influence), graded reading series were introduced,
edited by Such contemporary educatprs as McGuffey, Tower, Hillard, and
Bumstead. (The McGuffey readers remained the most popular, even into
the next era.) The books themselves were longer and narrower than those
of the past. Fewer words were introduced in the primers than before, and
they were repeated often during the saes. Some of the series included
instructions to We teacher at the beginning of individual volumes. No
teacher's manuals and few professional books were yet introduced. A few
meager courses of study existed in some school systems.

1880 TO 1910

Smith named this the period of "reading as a cultural asset," for
- there was a distinctive trend for a stabilizing nation to turn toward the

cultivation of .taste in literature. Herbert's doctrines centering on reading
t discover the truth and on enjoying characters and plots were becoming
popular in the United States. Charles W. Eliot, then president of -Harvard,
advocated the abolishment of basal readers and suggested substituting
original literary works in their place.
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A few professional books and articles were published during this
time period. The most noteworthy book was written .by Huey (1908); it
is considered the first scientific contribution-to reading instruction. This
volume was reprinted quite recently (1968), not just for its historical
value but because many of the ideas and ploblems discussed by Huey are
even more-pertinent today than they we earlier. Full-fledged
study also emerged cn the educational ne, and many contained pages

courses

devoted. to ading instruction. A few separate courses of study were
focused on reading.

,Although basal readeri still flourished, supplemental materials were -
introduced -to balance the reading diet. Smith (p. 125) qdoted from a
contemporary article which clarified the trend.

Now it is 'very evident that the advantages which the
readers have as exercises in elocution and drill-books prevent
them in most cases from inspiring any love of good reading
and from giving the power of sustained interest. It is to pro-
mote these two objects that supplemental reading has been
introduced into many of our schools. Books and magazines
are brought forward to do what the reading books from their
nature cannot do.

A number of methods were in use during this pericid, although the
alphabet method seems to have died. Phonics, or phonetics, was in wide
use, although there were loud voices raised against an overdose of phonics,
since-there appeared to be many poor readers in the upper grades who had
been raised on strong phonics programs. Nevertheless, major emphasis on
soundIsymbol relationships flourished as the approach toleaming how to
read. Pollard's synthetic method of 1889, with its intense stress on phonics,
was popular; on the other hand, Pollard did give careful consideration to
children's interests and attempted to make readings and exercises interesting.

At this time, two short-lived, contrived alphabetic-phonetic systems
were introduced. The "scientific alphabet," used in the first reader of the
Standard Reading Series published in 1902, "reduced the number of
charatters needed.in representing the sounds in the English language by
respelling words and by omitting silent letters. Some diacritical markings
also appeared in this alphabet" (Smith, p. 127). In the "Shearer system"
published in 1894, "a letter's sound where it might be equivocal is rep-
resented by a mark-which constantly stands for that sound, and for that
sound only, irrespective of what the letter may be. Comparatively few
marks are needed and the constant value of the marks is supposed to give
an easy guide to pronunciation. The silent letters are indicated by a dot"
(Smith, p. 128).

Several basal readers introduced the word method :dnnng period.
Phonics was used after a stock of sight words had been developed. Out-
growths of the word method, sentence and story methods focused on
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familiarization or memorization of the larger language units before working
on specific word-attack techniques, essentially phonics.

The instructional materials themselves, both basal and supplementary,
were more attractive than in past periods. Cloth covers replaced cardboard
covers, typebecanie clearer and larger, volumes were closerin size to
present-day,books, and colored pictures, although sparse,:were introduced.

Concern for children, o were hiving problems learning to read and
the ever-broadening significance of reading in Silly:Die in the United States
apparently were major factors in the burgeoning of research during this
chronological period. Although most of the studies were laboratory-type
studies and had little impact on the elassroom, these initial investigators
called attention to, and began to contribute insights into, such factors as
"rate in reading, distinctions between silent and oral reading, and individual
differences in reading" (Smith, p. 155).

1910 TO 1925

This period in reading history was called the "scientific movement"
by Smith, for it marked the advent of instruments of measurement. The
Gray Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs, published in 1915, were soon
followed by a number of other reading tests, mainly tests of silent reading.
In addition, much more emphasis than ever before was placed on reading
research.

A true innovation, unaffected by the overlap principle, emerged
emphasis on silent reading. The rather rapid change from stress on oral
reading to the vigorous teaching of silent reading was probably related to
several factors. There were increasing demands placed on reading for
meaning, instead of on oral exercise, in order to meet the varied needs of
society. There were loud cries for improving reading instruction, for it had
been found during the war years "that thousands of our soldiers could not
read well enough to follow printed instructions used in connection with
military life" (Smith, p. 158). Research reports began to show the superi-
ority of silent readinv. over oral reading for both fluency and comprehension.
Contemporary writers urged that schools place emphasis on the teaching
of silent reading. Finally, the birth of standardized silent reading tests
called for appropriate shifts in teaching methodology.

Although the number of professional texts was small, there were
numerous professional articles; both texts and articles focused,largely on
silent reading. The most popular professional text continued to be Huey's
The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading, revised in 1912 and again in
1915. Many courses of study appeared as part of an English or overall
curriculum guide. A few cities published separate reading guides. There
was a proliferation of manuals, both revisions of old ones and some brand
new, accompanying basal programs. The manuals were particularly directed
toward the teaching of silent reading. There was usually at least one paper-
covered manual for each grade.
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The basal readers themselves centered on factual, informative mate-
rial. According to the authors of a widely used basal series of the time,

to feekthe child on an exclusive literary diet that is entirely
divorced from the actual situations in the world in which he
lives, will defeat one of the fundamental purposes of teaching
reading. A, certain amount .of fanciful- materki may be legit-
imate. But at the presenttime the supply of "Little Red Hen"
and""Gingerbread Boy" type of ,material, largely used in the
schools, needs' to be supplemented by a suitable proportion of
factual material, in order that the child's thinking may be
more directly related to the actual experiences which he daily'
encounters. (Smith, p. 178)

There was an abundance of supplemental materials of all kinds.
Since emphasis was placed on silent reading, numerous aids were directed
toward helping teachers cope with "seatwork" problems. Flash cards and
other devides which cculd be used independently were' prevalent. Pupils
were asked to -answer objective-type questionsoften in written form
about selections in both supplethental and basal programs.

r&ethods were aimed at improvement of comprehension. Lessons
often began at the sentence level, through directions for reading presented
orally or on' the chalkboard. Children then read silently to find specific
answers to questions or to interpret a passage. sinne emphasis was placed
on speed of reading. Phonics, or phonetics, was still taught in the primary
grades as a separate group of lessons. Experience charts were used, to a
limited extent, in limited fashion.

During the preceding period, from 1880 to 1910; it had been discov-
ered that many intermediate children were enable to read well. During thief
period (1910 to 1925) discovery continued, and the first vague beginnings
of special help forpoor readers became visible. Also, there seemed to be more
general concern than ever before for attending to individual differences.

1925 .TO 1935

Although this period was a brief one in the history of United States
reading instruction, it was aptly named by Smith the period of "intensive
research and application." Two differing philosophies of reading instruc-
tion emerged from the roots developed in.earlier periods: (1) There is a
sequence of skills to be learned by all children, and these can be plotted
out in a basic program by authoritative adults. (2) The reading needs of
children can best be met through their reasoning processes as they carry out
their own purposes and solve their own problems (the activity movement).

Reading researchers were remarkably prolific during this time period,
and the quality of the research was constantly improving. Although re-
searchers focused on many aspects of reading, reading interests, reading

9
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disability, and readiness for beginning reading were the topics most fre-
quently studied. Although there was continued interest during the earl;
part of this period in studying silent reading, few researchers seem to have
remained interested by the close of the period..

Most reading programs attempted to adhere to an influential set of
objectives published in The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education, Part 1 (1925). These objectives focused
on enabling the reader:

To participate intelligently in the thought life of the world and
appreciatively in its,recreational activities (p. 9)

To develop strong motives for, and permanent interests in
, ,reading that will inspire the present and future life of

the reader and provide for the wholesome use df leisure
time (p. 11)

To develop the attitudes, habits, and skills that are essential in
the various types of reading activities in which children
and adults should engage (p. 12)

Many of the professional books and courses of study published
during this short time period were devoted to reading. Some courses of
study dealt with specific aspects of readingremedial reading, reading
factual material, audience reading, recreational reading, vocabulary devel-
opment; two were devoted to the reading of mathematics. Manualsaccom-
panying basal readers became much like professional bookL were less
dogmatic than in the past; contained more optional activities, and suggested
many supplementary activities.

Varied instructional materials were used in both "sequence-of-skills"
and "activity" programs. Abundant and beautiful supplemental materials
were available. Most of the stories in supplemental materials were realistic;
few folk tales and fanciful tales were published. Some sets of supplemental
materials emerged.

Readers, of course, were the foundation of the sequenca-of-skills
programs. The preprimer was introduced as readiness for the primer. The
books were much more attractive and colorful than in the past. Care was
exercised to introduce only words used most frequently according to
vocabulary lists; some attention was also paid to reducing the number of
words in the early books. Words, were repeated often so learners might
remember them. Sets of readers were available mint, through the inter-
mediate grades, although one set went to grade seven a id another to grade
eight. William S. Gray and Arthur I. Gates were prominent developers of
basal series.

Reading instruction was generally conducted throughout the school
day and not just during a reading period. In most programs, the basal was
used daily as the main feature of the reading program. A correlation
approach was also in useif reading a unit on Japan in a basal, pupils
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would also study Japan in geography, work arithmetic problems about
Japan, and so on. Some educators.appeared to be reaching toward an
integration approach (reading not taught as a separate subject but used as
a tool in all subjdcts), but the result was most often correlation.

Specific methods were varied. All manuals dealt With phonics in
some way. Gat4 developed his "intrinsic" method: word-recognition tech-
niques (including context clues) were to be part of, and not apart from,
silent reading exercises. In some programs, phonics was taught only to
those who needed it. In other, cases, phonics was delayed until children
were atle to note imilaritieF and differences in words. In sequence-of-
skills programs, developmental lessons were planned dealing with specific
skills. Exercises provided for both work-type and recreational reading.

Much attention was given to the concept of individual needs. In
sequence-of-skills programs, the three-group method was most often
employed as a means of providing for individual needs. In the activity
movement, the program was organized around the needs and activities of
children, through a variety of themes. Some of the activity programk
dispensed with basal readers.

Diagnosis and remediation was a chief topic of study during this
period. Most manuals of basal series discussed techniques for helping
disabled readers. The Fernald technique, introduced in the preceding
period, was beginning to be used, particularly by some clinical psychol-
ogists. Psychological and educational clinics came into being with primary
concentration on diagnosis rather than remediation.

This time period saw the birth of the term "reading readiness,"
nurtured by Rousseau, Pestalozzi,. Froebel, and Herbert, and now crys-
tallized by Dewey. The readiness period for reading was both discussed
and recommended in The Twenty- Fourth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education, Part 1 (1925). Also, the results of a
doctoral study by Reed (1927) demonstrated "that one in every six
children failed at the end of the first semester in first grade, and that one
in: every eight failed at the end of the second semester in first grade"
(Smith, p. 261). Reed's results appeared to strengthen the growing aware-
ness of a need for focusing attention on reading readiness.

1935 TO 1950

During this fifteen-year span, appropriately named "the period of
international conflict" by Smith, emphasis was placed on systematic
reading instruction and on reading in contemporary life. A host of materials
was published that centered On high school, college, and adult reading as
outgrowths of the realization (first arrived at during World War I) that
young people entering the armed forces could not read well enough to
cope with their duties. Developmental reading programs were instituted in
high schools and colleges, with emphasis on reading in content areas.

A number of important professional books were published, and their
far-reaching influence may be felt even today: Gates, The Improvement of
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Reading; Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction; Monroe, Children
Who Cannot Read; Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School Subjects;
and Helen M. Robinson, Why Pupils Fail in Reading. Som. of the profes-
sional texts were general in nature, but a number concentrated on specific
aspects. In fact, the first volumes on secondary school reading were pub-
lished at this time. Manuals accompanying basals, as well as supplementary
materials, were very thorough in nature.

The few new series introduc9d during this period had reading-readiness
books preceding preprimers. Thereyere generally two books per grade,
from second grade on. A continued reduction in the total number of
words introduced and in the number of words per page was evident.
Repetitions of words were better.,controlled. The stories were predom-
inantly realistic and informative, with a scatteringliot the fanciful. There
tended to be more interrelationship with the other language arts and ;in
one series, overall emphasis on social studies and science. Reading readin
began to be recognized as an important concept at all levels of instruction.

Long, carefully organized skill charts accompanied basals, and word
recognition was broken down into phonics, structural analysis, and context

- clues. Phonics instructioti in grade one was generally limited. Work-type
reading was now called work study or study skills and generally was brokkn
down into information locating, evaluation, organization, and retention.
Comprehension was segmented in a variety of ways but most often in
these general categories: simple comprehension, higher mental processes,
and critical thinking or critical reading. Some attention was given speed of
reading and skimming. ,

Attention to individual needs remained a viable concept. GroUping
wrs the main approach to caring for individual needs, and the objecthie of
flexibility was more discussed than achieved.

A great deal of emphasis was placed on remediation, and reading
clinics developed at a rapid pace. A number of instruments were invented
or adapted' for use in diagnosis and instruction: telebinocular, ophthal: .

mograph,lnetronoscope, tachistoscopes, Harvard Films, and others.

1950 TO 1965

Smith called the period from 1950 to 1965 a time of "expanding -

knowledge and technological revolution." During these fifteen years, many
professional books were published. New and revised basals with extensive
manual's spanned the elementary grades, sometimes covering grades seven
and eight. Stories were mostly realistic. The average..number,of words
introduced in basals was still decreasing. Repetitions of vocabulary words
usually were carefully controlled. The civil rights movement raised the
moral and economic consciousness of authors and publishers; multicultural
readers and supplementary materials were produced. At first the materials
were quick responses to a needchange the pictures, alter some stereotypes.
By the end of this time period, these materials had improved in quality
and in response to at least some of the needs of some of the learners.
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At the same time, multiple texts were being introduced into classes,
in order to care for individual need:. Individualized reading programs and
individualized instruction, visible throughout our history, now emerged
with a sound conceptual base partly due to Olson's ideas of "seeking,
self-selection, and pacing." The concept of Individualized reading was used
in collaboration with basal instruction by some teachers, but, in a large
number of situations, individualized reading programs replaced basal
programs. Programmed reading, with or without hattware, was introduced
as part of the concept of individualized instruction; unfortunately, mo§t
of the programs concentrated on "pacing" rather than on overall individ-
ualization. -

Reading-readiness programs were evident, but criticism, particularly
of the instructional materials and activities, was growing. Questions were
asked:not necessarily about the concept, but rather about the procedures
used to develop this readiness. During this time, in some situations, a child
could be held back to complete ,the parts of the structured readiness
program, even though he.or she was ready, or even able, to read.

Linguists became insterested in reading instruction, and "linguistic"
readers ,came into being. Materials were usually based on the gradual
introduction of word or spelling patterns, although some attention was
focused on sentence patterns. Pitman's initial teaching alphabet (1.t.a.)
found its way to this country in a set of materials prepared by Mitzurkiewicz
and.Tanyzer in 1963 and 1964. Other augmented alphabets were tried,
but none became as popular asi.t.a. .

Essentially, however, instruction incorporated all of the reading
skills discovered or developed over the years.

to'
types of word-recognition

clues were taught, and phonics, contrary to' some notions, never left the
basal programs. However, several critics clai ed that phonics needed more
emphasis (a recurring theme) and, as usu , publishers responded with
renewed vigor. Austin and Morrison (1963) in their extensive study of
elementary reading, observed that phonics was taught across the nation,
often, in their view, at the expense of other learning.

Much stress appeared to be placed on the higher-level reading skills,
such as critical reading, although Austin and Morrison fdund that such
skills were discussed by educators more often than they were actually
taught. Vocabulary and study-skills instruction seemed universal.

From 1960 on, there was a decided expansion of developmental
reading programs in high h^ols, and many most oftep of a
corrective nature, were org ized in colleges.liAdult reading programs, for
those functionally illiterate, as well as for those who could read well but
who wanted to read better, became popular and were offered in adult
education centers, as well as in libraries and in business settings. Clinics,
private and public, developed at a fast pace to care for the needs of retarded
readers in a society where high-level literacy? seemed essential.

Reseatch was prolific and improved in design. An increas g number
of investigators became interested in the sociology of readii., although
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studies concentrating on psychological factorsin reading also continued, to
be prominent. Doctoral dissertations were plentiful, and some of those
student researchers may be credited with a movement toward looking
intensively at the reading processes rather than stressing, as did so many
researchers, evaluation of the products of reading or reading instruction (in
essence, the teat results).

1965 TO 1976

The time period from 1965 to 1976 is too close to the time of
publication of this volume to allow us to stand back and lookat the decade
very objectively or, indeed, to give it a name. At this time, in the view of
this writer, the decade in sale ways seems to' have been almost two sep-
arate periods, educationally speakingthe first half, one of hope and
abundance; the second half, one of uncertainty and poverty. Certainly the
total decade was characterized by overlapping methodologies resulting, as
usual, in dichotomous suggestions, procedures, and instructional materials.
Reading instruction encompassed emphases on phorics, context clues,
content areas, rates of rea4g, study skills, reasoning, critical reading, and
so on. Almost !ill of the approaches.,(in modern dress) utilized in the
United States since 1840 were visible during this decade. The cry for more
phonics issued loud and clear once again as the way of solving "the reading
problem." And this in spite of a large:scale national study, described by
Bond and Dykstra (1967), in which a major conclusion appeared to be
that the teacher and the elements in the learning situation were more
important than was any single method.

Particularly during the first half of the decade. when funds were
available from many sources, authors and publishers answered the demands
for many methods and for a multitude of materials. Books, workbooks,
instruments, and computers abounded, offering schools a wide choice for
their particular needs. Emphasis was placed on helping minority \groups,
and funds wen: aye able for additional personntl in the school system.
The demand for reading teachers and the number in training were dt\all-
time highs. The concept of accountability entered the educational areti
For a short time, schools bought progr'ms on trial (payment dependent\
upon student achievement), and teachers often were judged on the ability
of their students to achieve high scores.

During the latter part of the decade, inflation and recession succeeded
in restricting budgets, and schools became more selective about their pur-
chases. In addition, publishers had to evaluate the projects they planned to
publish or revise. The educational scene reflected a new phenomenon:
aside from the influence of lowered budgets, school populationsmainly,
in suburban areasdiminished as a result of "no growth" and the lowered
national birthrate. A number of schools were closed, and thousands of
teachers were excised. Although the national concern for eliminating
illiteracy by 1980 received priority, numerous factorseven with the
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vallahi efforts of the Right *to 'Read Programmade it sound like "the
imposslh dream."

Durin the 1965-1976 period, particularly during the last five years,
growing emp was placed on communication skills (including reading)
that would help ers cope with the tasks confronting them in their
everyday lives. Adult education programs began to focus on consumer
education, health, job - finding skills, and ecology. In this amazingly complex
and ever-changing society, it seems`likely that coping skills wilt receive
much more attention in the next decade, for younger learners as well as
for adults.

In the opinion of this writer the most significant "innovation" during
this decade, and slightly before, was the contribution to reading instrur
tion made by linguistics, psycholinguistics, and sociolinguistics. There is
still much to be (earned, but I see promising signs of improved reading
instruction as a result of increasing knowledge. Strickland (1962) should
be thanked for pressuring the profession into looking at written language
as it is processed by readers, lu terms of syntax rather thari just in terms of
word difficulty and sentence length. Her study was followed rapidly by
other researchers (including Loban 1963=1967; Ruddell 1963; Hunt
1965; O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris 1967; Goodman 1964-1973; Peitz
1972) who made us realize how much we need to know about learners and
their languages if we are to try to facilitate reading achievement. Young
(1973), in a doctoral (Mu:dation, critically reviewed' and summarized
studies concerned with the relationship of reading and linguJstics.

CONCLUSION

Enlightened attitudes toward language usage and dialects, in my
opinion, have been, and will continue to be, strong influences for improve-
ment in reading instruction. The promising trend and the hope for the
future was summed up well by Gunderson (1971):

A teacher who has an understanding of language and its
structure, and who possesses the requisite drills to understand
and to capitalize on a child's parti:,tiiar strengths should be
able to provide the proper opportunity for children to learn to
read.
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Two Significant 'fiends in

Reading Research
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4,

In the preceding chapter, Robinson
dealt essentially with reading in-
struction but also highlighted the
research trends. It Is obvious that
he could not "cover" the history of
reading research in great detail, for
oter nine thousand reading-research
reports have been identified since
William S. Gray first began in 1925
the publication of the annual sum-

mary of research in feeding. Gray's reports encompass a wide range of
topics and disciplines, as even the most cursory skimming of the subtopics
in the summaries would indicate. The disciplines represented include
sociology, psychology, optometry, neurology, ilsycholinguistics, journalign,
and the fine arts. The very breadth of the disciplines included points out
the diverse dimensions of the reading field.

Because of the complexity of the field and the sheer number of
research reports available, it would be impossible to summarize the iesearch
trends in any organized, meaningful pattern. Even within any_one of the
three major subdivisiontsociology, psychology, and pedagogya great
diversity can be identified. Incorporated within psycholo'gy of reading, for
example, would be such topics as reading interests, lear"-i, sociocultural
influences, reading disability, modes of learning, sex differences, visual
perception, language abilities, personality, and wadability. Not'orriyedoes
each major category have its own trends, techniques, and unique historical
development, but even within subcategories may be found unique types of
research tools and techniques. The investigators within an area appear to
be interested in pursuing an Individualistic pattern that may have no bear-
ing on, or even similarity to any other area in reading, in terms of the

Is and approaches utilized.
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The very complexity of the field as a whole thus defies a logical,
progressive historical treatment of the research therein. 'Therefore, in
addition to Robinson's succinct overview, 1 nave decided to focus on two
research areas that can be traced back for about a century and that still
command considerable interest among reading researchers. In fact, the rust
area discussed has been a major concern of teachers also, at a variety of
instructional levels. The two areas contrast with one another on several
counts: in concept, in the research tools used in each, and in the back-
grounds of the researchers in each. In one area essentially the sane types
of tools have been used, with some advance in design sophistication, while
in the other technological advances have made inroads into the types of
techniques used. The areas,children's reading preferences or interests and
eye movements during readinghave attracted researchers with quite-
different backgrounds; the differences may be partially responsible for the
directions in which each area has progressed.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to tracing the historical
developments in each field and then comparing the two in terms of tech-
niques employed, conceptual framework used, and researchers attracted.

RESEARCH IN CHILDREN'S READING INTERESTS, .
Perhaps the first published report on reading interests was that by

Trim (1889). True kept track of the dates when new books were received
in the school library and reported the number of times that they were
checked out. True cautioned the reader that the record consisted only of
books used out of school and, indeed, went on to state that no record had
been made of the books' actual use but only of the fact that they had been
checked out.. He did not analyze' the data in any manner but merely
presented the data and permitted the reader to drrai conclusions at will.

A number of techniques have been used to collect information about
the reading interests of children. 'True's technique, with minor variations
and especially with some modification in the area of analysis, is still being
used. Larger studies of library usage continue to be reported; their level of
sophistication varies. Other techniques used have included written logs,
diaries, and inventories; individual structured interviews; forced.choice
questionnaires, as well as other forced- choice situations; and solicitation of
children's reactions to selections read to them.

Although it followed True's report by more than thirty-five years,
the study by Terman and Lima (1925) was one of the earlier studies
reported on children's reading interests, and it exemplified many of the
techniques still in use. In this study, data were obtained from three sources
home, school, and children themselves. Nearly two thousand children
were asked to keep a record of the Looks they read during a twomonth
period. Children were also asked to fill out an interest blank, on which
they checked categories of stories that they liked to read. In addition, they

\,,,k,,....... were asked to list the four or five most enjoyable books that they had
read during the past year.
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Perhaps because of the size of the sample, because of its relatiVely
early appearance in the literature, because-of the prominence of Terman,
or possibly due to the fact that the study appeared in book form'rather
than as a rhort journal article, the techniques used in this study seer* to
have influenced numerous researchers.

The question of the reliability, of the records maintained by their
subjects was acknowledged and briefly discussed .by Terman and Lima.
They indicated that they had received letters from a number of parents,
stating either that the childrenhad not read as much as they usually did or
that the quality of the material read was sot up to their children's usual
standards. This information led Terinan and Lima to believe that their
data were as reliable as inforniation of this sort could be and were not
inflated by materials which had not been read.

Data collected by means of logs, or, records have an inherent danger,
that the 'subject may overreport. Even researchers into the reading 'habits
of adults tgnize that this factor is at work. Depending pri how the
record is pre nted to them, subjects may be stimulated to read more than
they might ordinarily do or, at least, to report, reading, even when they
have not, in fact; done any. Rarely has the validiPi of such data been
checked. One method would be to follow the children carefully. maintain.
ing anecdotal information, to check library records, and even to query the
subjects about the books they report having read. Only a selected sample
world need to be followed in this way, but the information gained would
indicate how much faith to put in the 'accuracy of the findings.

The interest inventory used by Terman and .Lima is a fairly common,
type of data-gathering instrument today. The use of such instruments aas
flawed the research to date. Terman and Lima, for example, have no listing
for animal stories. Supposedly, such books would fall under their categories
"adventure stories," "nature study," or perhaps "stories of home lire."
Some investigators have used different categories to collect their data. Still
others have used the same category titles but have varied their definitions
of them. This lack of consistency in the development of techniques and
instruments has resulted in an inability to meaningfully synthesize the
knowledge base in this area. In addition, it has opened up the area to
serious criticism, much of which has yet to be answered in any satisfactory
manner.

LimaThe third type of information -Terman and a collected from
children, the listing of titles of books read within a given period of time, is
also still in use, and it is subject to many of the same criticisms to which
the previously mentioned two data-collecting device:, are subject. First, the
validity of arch data is rarely established. Second, the titles that are
collected in such rt.ports are often categorized in different ways by dif-
ferent researchers thereby creating difficulties for anyone attempting to
summarize the research. The lack of rigor in defining categories and terms
is a problem prevalent throughout the history of readingresearch generally,
and this lack continues into the present.
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The magnitude of the sample investigated by Norvell (1950) is one
of the factors that has led to the importance of this study in any refeience
to research in the area of children's reading interests. Data were collected
from some fifty lhousand.subjects in grades seven through' twelve. The
study provided an interest score for some seventeen hundred selections
commonly used for study in Englkr classes. Although previous studies
had also determined interest scores for given titles, no one had set such a
criterion as minimum of three hundred student reports for establishing
a score, nor had any other study used such a large population. Students
Were asked to indicate the title and author of a given selection and then to
rate it on a three-point scale, from very interesting to uninteresting The
interest score was then based on a tabulation of these responses, and the
composite ratings were presented to be used as guides in selecting materials.
Although some attempt was made to establish the reliability of the sub-
jects' reports, it still remains in some doubt. In addition, tin limitations
placed on the materials- which* Could be reacted toEas well as the limita-
tions of the instrument itself, all render the findings derived from such
data somewhat questionable. The technique is not widely represented in
the current research literature on reading interests, although variations and
adaptations f it can be found. Generally, the users of the technique have
not made as thorough an effort to establish the reliability of their in-
strument as Norvell did.

Another technique used involves a forced choice of fiction titles or
categories. Generally, children are asked whieh of two or three titles they
.would most prefer to read., The problems with this approach, as well as
with others, have been pointed out by Robinson and Weintraub (197s).
In brief, the flaw in a forced-choice leclinique is that it is possible that
none of We choices may be of interest. The findings of such a technique
may reflect, then, choices made among topics of which all have little appeal.

Perhaps one of the more promising techniques uad to collect data
about children's reading interests has been the intensive individual inter-
view.Stanchfield (1962) reported the use of this procedure. It is regrettable
that no details were furnished about procedures used or questions asked.
It is therefore impossible' to evaluate the accuracy of the findings or to
replicate the study with another population.

Wragg (1968) had pupils maintain a diary of what they had read for
a week. The accuracy of such records needs to be carefully ascertained.
In addition, the season of the year may have a significant effect on both
the quantity and the type of literature read.

One other problem has been prevalent in the area of reading interests.
Few reports have attempted to assess the quality of children's reading
interests. The efforts have been expended primarily toward ascertaining
quantity or type. Although the problem of determining some measure of
quality is much less easily solved than are those related to sheer numbers
or categories, efforts in this direction would appear to be highly important
in building toward an understanding of how tastes are developed.
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There are other techniques used that have not been identified or
discussed here. Several approaches developed by investigators working
with adult reading interests might well offer appropriate techniques for
use with children. In some instances, the rigor of the methodology used by
these investigators has surpassed that of most researchers delving into
children's reading interests. Strang (1942), for example, combined a case -
study approach with larger samples in her effort to get at reading interests
of older students and adults. The sampling procedures and techniques used
by Waples, Berelson, and Bradshaw (1940) and by Waples and Tyler (1931)
need close scrutiny for adaptation to the study of children. We have yet
to see an extremely rigorous, exhaustive study in the area of children's.,,,-
reading interests. . 0

In general, the research into children's reading interests has suffered
from, among other 'things, lack of clear definitions and lack of rigor in
design, as well as from questionable data-gathering instruments. The in-
struments appear, for the most part, not to have been scrutinized for
reliability or validity, except in the most superficial- manner. Through the
years the techniques that have been developed seem to have become
established by repetition rather than by any careful consideration of their
merits or shortcomings. Although there are bright spots, they are infre-
quent rather thaii the rule.

RESEARCH IN EYE MOVEMENTS

Interest in eye-movement research may well have reached a peak
with the appearance of the National Conference on Visual Information
Processing report by the National Institute of Education (1975). A major
aspect of that report is the identification of directions for future research.
It is quite likely that the report will stimulate a considerable amount of
research using eye movements and that large gaps in our knowledge of the
reading process may be filled by the research growing ont of the sugges-
tions from this conference.

One of the earliest reported. research reports on eye movements in
reading appears to have been Javal's, (1879). His technique was direct
observation, which revealed that the eyes move along a line In a series of
jerky movements, or saccades, with a pause approximately at every tenth
letter:* Javal concluded that the eye could take in approltimately .that
amount in each fixation. Other early investigators using the same method
concluded that 1.55 words can be read per fixation (Huey 1908).

Huey noted that attempts to count eye movements were made by
attaching a microphone to the eyelid. and by fastening a small bristle
pointer to an ivory cup attached to the cornea, which enabled a tracing to
be made by the movements of the eye while reading. Both of these meth-
ods were unsuccessful. ,

Somewhat later, mirrors were used to observe the movements of the
eye during reading (Erdmann and Dodge 1898). The investigator could
note eye movements while standing behind the subject, who sat in front
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(and to the left) of a mirror. Erdmann and Dodge found that individual
readers tended to be relatively consistent in the number of fixation pauses
made tram line to line and that fewer fixations were:made when the.read-
ing material was familiar. These same investigators also used a telescope to
observe eye movements. In addition; they used readers' reports of after-
images in the attempt to determine fixation pauses. Readers viewed a
brightly illuminated, wedge-shaped piece of red paper until the retina was
fatigued. Then, when a-passage was read, a green afterimage appeared at
the point of each fixation and was reported by the reader:

Huey (1908) followed up on the earlier, unsuccessful efforts to
record eye movements by a means more accurate than observation, He
made a plaster-of-paris cup molded to fit the cornea. A lever connected
the cup to an aluminum pointer that traced on a smoked drum a record of

° -the eye's movements. He noted that, when asked to read rapidly, his
subjects dcreased ,both the number and the duration of pauses per line.

Judd, McAllister, and Steele (1905) used a photographic method to
record eye movements. A series of photographs were taken of subjects
who had a small white flake attached to their corneas. The investigators
then determined the eye movements by superimposing on the reading
material the 'positions of the white spots as recorded on the film. Other
photographic techniques using film for plates soon followed, and the tech-
nique first suggested by Dodge and Cline (1901) and modified in various
ways by others is essentially the one still followed. The basic principle is
that light is reflected from the cornea onto a film plate of some sort. A
thorough description of various devices for accomplishing this may be
found in Young and Sheena (1975). Quite recently, a computer technique
was developed (McConkie and Rayner 1973) that uses corneal reflection
methods. In these,. corneal reflection methods, the reader's head must be
immobilized.

In the early 1920s, the electrooculography technique was developed
for measuring the eye's position. It involved placing electrodes on the skin
around the 'iye. According to Young and Sheena (1975), recent advances
in this approach have made the electrodes'easier to apply and of minimal
discomfort. Ye another technique involves tracking limbus, pupil, and
eyelid by scanning the eye with a television camera, using infrared illu-
mination.

The various recently used techniques are compared by Young and
Sheens (1975) in terms of selected criteria. Most require that the subject
not wear glasses or contact lenses; most require, for any degree of accuracy,
a great deal of cooperation on the part of the subject; several involve a
high degree of subject discomfort; and, in almost all, the subject is well
aware of the apparatus. One or two techniques are relatively inexpensive
and do not need quite as much head restraint ashave earlier techniques,

Reliability studies of eye-movement patterns presint mixed results.
Apparently, eye-movement records show relatively low reliability for short
excerpts, but larger reliability figures may be obtained when longer selec-
tions, of twenty to forty lines, are read (Tinker 1936).
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Questions must be raised about the validity of eye-movement
records obtained in situations in which the subject's head must be im-
mobilized or in which the encroachment of the apparatus is so obvious as
to distract the subjeCt from a normal reading attitude. Tinker (1965)
reported that subjects who were given opportunitiekto adapt to the lab-
oratory setting -did not show problems in adjusting to the situation. This-
stand, however; has been.questioned.

Most.recently, Monty (1975) reported on a system for monitoring
eye movements which appears to be both unobtrusive and promising. The
system, the EG & G/HEL oculometer, incorporates automatic high-speed
processing of the eye movements and minimal constraints on the subject.
Indeed, the only constraint imposed is that the subject remain seated in an
armchair. The subject's environment is a small room in which she or he is
presented with reading material on a small screen approximately one meter
on a side. Eye movements are-tracked automatically by means of a con-
cealed television camera.,Data are fed into a computer and can be recorded
on videotape simultaneously. Information concerning such factors as the
pattern of eye-movement fixations is provided on a visual display as the
subject reads and can .be produced as hard copy. At present, the system
does not.perform well with individuals who wear glasses or with subjects
who have low-contrast pupils. However, itis felt that -these problems can
be solved. Other advantages of the system are that it can provide output
on a variety of measures, including such behaviois,as changes in pupil
size, number of blinks, and average duration of fixations. It is possible to
go from monitoring a tingle subject's eye movements to statistical analysis
of group data. No published report.roVreSearckusing this system have
been identified, but the advantages of such a system,' are-I-Obvious. It is
possible'thaf eye-movement research previously done with restrainipg and
highly obtrusive instruments can be redone and the findings cheeXed for
accuracy.

A considerable body of literature is to be found, covering all aspects
of eye movements in reading. It is interesting that the findings from most
of the very earliest research remain relatively accurate and have been
verified by more recent information. Data have been collected about
location, duration, and frequency of fixation, speed of saccadic move-
ments, patterns of pause duration, the role of regressions, and patterns of
eye movements during reading of materials of various kinds and levels of
difficulty. All of these area:: have afforded worthwhile information. How-
ever, peculiar to eye-movement research is the opportunity to probe into
the reading process in a manner not possible with any other research tech-
nique. Although other means have been used to obtain insights into the
process, eye-movement research appears to offer unique data about what is
happening as individuals read. Eye-movement patterns may represent, in
essence, reflections of the thought processes of individuals as they read;
at least they are often interpreted as such.

Techniques of collecting data about eye movements reflect the
increased use of technology. As better and more sophisticated tools have
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become availa e, we have had the opportunity to use them. There are still
:drawbacks to most of the apparatus which is currently available. With
advances in our technological skills, the, development of simpler, less con-
straining methodsof recording eye movements will continue.

EYE MOVEMENTS AND READING INTERESTS: SOME CONTRASTS

The two areas briefly highlighted in this chapter have been actively
researched for about a century now. A historical view of each points up
various techniques that have been used over time.-In each area, it is possible
to identify a unique pattern of development which is in sharp-contrast
with tht other.

Eye-movement research has been strongly influenced by technologi-
cal developments. Except in the analysis of data by computer, technology
has notirad a similar effect on the research tools and techniques used to
study reading interests. Of course, the two areas are investigating quite
different aspects of the reading field, and although technological devel-
opments have aided, limited, and influenced the direction of eye move-
ment re'?arch, such developments are not particularly useful to the study
of reading interests.

Certain data in eye-movement research tend to be more precise than
th6se collected in investigations of children's readingjnterests because the
techniques and tools of measurement are more precise. Definitions follow
a similar pattern. Both definitions and measuring instruments in reading-
interest research are suspect because of their vagueness and lack of consis-
tency. Indeed, researchers have talked past one another rather than to one
another. In contrast, because the behavior measured is directly observable
and is ascertained by highly reliable instruments, definitions and certain
measurements ih eye-movement research have been far more precise. How-
ever, the apparatus used for collecting data have been so obtrusive as to
raise questions concerning whether or not a normal reading situation is
reflected. In eye-movement research, techniques have been dictated to
some extent by available technology; in reading-interest research, little

. creative, rigorous effort has been made toward developing finer techniques.
Rather, research techniques have tended to follow earlier research patterns,
and the developi-nent ofinstrumentatior. has not progressed much beyond

.ahorse-and-buggy stage.
Rationale and conceptual framework constitute another source of

sharp distinction. Generally, :;;search into children's reading interests is
b-Aed on an immediate, practical rationale. Little effort has been expended
to establish a tti/aretical base in the psychology of motivation, interest,
need, and drive. Eye-movement research, however, does tend to build a
theoreticaYframework. Such a framework goes back at least to Huey
(1908), who developed a theoretical rationale in perception, as well as In
the thinking process.

The differences in source of rationale and in theoretical base can, in
part, be traced to the backgrounds of the individuals involved in the
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research. Investigations into lye -movements have generally been tarried
out by psychologists doing basic research; research into children's reading
interests has tended to be done by educators or by those with a distinct.

:classroom orientation and a need to solve immediate practical problems.
Both areas,are important. Each, by its nature, has attracted a different
type of researcher, and, as a result, each field of research has quite a
different orientation.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, an attempt has been made to spotlight the historical
development of research in two distinct areas of reading. The direction of
study and the development of research techniques and tools in each have
been highlighted. An attempt has not been made to synthesize the research
findings but rather to point out the development of research methods and
to contrast certain aspects of these methods. In each area, the future holds
more promise than the past.
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In this chapter, a doctoral candidate
presents a succinct overview of the
origins of reading diagnosis in the
United States and traces the devel-
opment' of uie concept from Its
infancy in 1896 through the next

.. fifty years. He begins with defini-
tions; proceeds to tha development
of the concept, highlights the con-
tributions of the "scientific move-

in education, and finally illustrates the kinds or guidelines for
diagnosis that grew out of classic studies.

.....
DEFINITIONS

The term reading diagnosis has undergone minor changes in meaning
as the procedure has been more and more refined. Many different defini-
tions and conceptualizations of reading diagnosis appear in the literature.
Each researcher has defined the term or outlined the concept with respect
to the approach used in a specific study. In general, three different con-
cepts of reading diagnosis seem to here developed over the years, each
having a slightly different view of diagnosis. These three major concepts,
or types, might be classified remedial, causative, and research oriented.

An example of the remedial concept was C. T. Gray's (1922) def-
inition of reading diagnosis as "that procedure which enables the teacher

, to determine the difficulties of those pupils who are below standards for
their grade level" (p. 7). Gray's use of the word. "procedure" within the
definition allowed him to present in his book, Deficiencies' in Reading

O Ability, what he believed to be a comprehensive method for studying
individuals in order to improve methods of reading instruction.

Monroe (1932), in an example of the causative type of reading
diagnosis, advanced a multiple-causation approach for determining reading

ment"
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disability. Her implicit definition of reading diagnosis required the acquisi-
tion of information in a number of areas that may contribute-to reading
disability. In Monroe's approach, the main concern of a leading diagnosis
was to investigate, by formal methods, that constellation of factors inhib-
iting a child's ability to learn to read. Strang (1940),extended this concept
of readhig diagnosis to include a detailed description of the reading dif-
ficulties deterring an individual's progress in reading. She also outlined a
procedure which wou'd enable the diagnostician to establish reasons for a
student's failure in reading. Robinson (1946) further extended and refined
the multiple-causation theory by involving a group of specialists in the
diagnosis of retarded readers. She did rot explicitly state a definition of
reading diagnosis but outlined a procedure for determining the factors that
cause reading retardation.

The third type of reading diagnosis is research oriented and has its
basis in the investigation of the reading process. Reading diagnosis as a
research base was used as an educational tool for the examination of select
aspects of the reading process. C. T. Gray (1917), Judd and Buswell (1922),
Dearborn (1930), and Spache (1943) illustrated the value, of elements of
reading diagnosis hs a means for critically studying the act of reading. The
use of diagnosis and the refinement of specific aspects of it not only aided
in expanding knowledge of the process but also pointed to the need for
more critical definition of the elements involved in reading diagnosis.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF DIAGNOSIS

Failure to learn to read is not a twentieth-century discovery or
phenomenon. Both reading failure and the attempt to remedy the problem
have been reported by historians, philosophers, and statesmen, as early as
the beginning of the seventeenth century. Mathews (1966) reported, in his
history of reading instruction, early accounts of individuals experiencing
reading difficulties in England,- Germany, and colonial America. Both
Smith (1965) and Hyatt (1943), it! their historical treatments of reading,
indicated early awareness of what today is recognized as reading disability.
However, even by the twentieth century there was little information avail-
able to educators for the diagnosis of readinrproblems, although those
problems were apparent. Reading difficulties existed, but the .techniques
necessary for their diagnosis were, at the turn of the century, in their
infancy. The development of reading diagnosis began then. The causes for
the growth of reading diagnosis and its development from the beginning of
thp twentieth century are the subject of this historical Investigation.

A number of sociocultural factors gave impetus to the burgeoning
interest in reading as education in the U.S. entered the twentieth century.
Among these factors was the acceleration of technological progress; such
development created a demand for a mote highly educated citizenry within
the social, political, and economic strata of society. Educational institutions
began to have a more involved commitment to both the student and the
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community. Education needed to meet societal demands by complementing
and supplementing technological expansion. The need for an educational
counterpart to societal development resulted: in the example set by the
compulsory attendance laws. Compulsory school attendance, consummated
by the 1920s, was anlattemp,t by government to effect mass education.
Equal education for all BecatnEa must; the demand for literacy encouraged
the formulation of new goals for an institution's educational obligation to
its community. In turn, Ore demand for a literate society has generated
widening interest in our schools and their' educational programs. This
increased interest has helped pave the way ror new areas in education.

`leadingAnother factor leading to the development otreading diagnosis was
the. recognition of reading disability as an educational problem. Rice
(1897) spearheaded the Movement for examining and evaluating educa-
tional problem, and a turning point for reading disability may well have
been the publication of 1'A Case of Congenital Word Blindness" by Morgan
(1896). Morgan described, and attempted to determine the cause of, an
individual's failure to make normal progress in learning to read. Morgan's
work helped to focus educational attention upon classifying causes for
reading problems by examining the reading process (Quantz 1897). These
investigations of the process of reading pointed to yet another factor that
seems to have contributed to the development of reading diagnosis. Studies
were conducted with disabled readeri, as means of examining and defining
the normal reading process; these were part of a growing movement
toward more precise investigations of reading (Huey 1901; Dearborn
1906). Knowledge gained by'educational research contributed a great deal
to the development of reading diagnosis.

THE SCIENTIFIC MOVEMENT

Concurrent with the publication of Morgan's study, the scientific
movement in education continued to grow; the foundations of this move-
ment were built upon the work of Galton, Biyet, Cattell, and Thorndike.
It was Rice, however, who brought to the attention of educators the
importance of applying research methods to educational problems. Of
extreme importance to the scientific movement, and an integral part of it,
was the development of educational measurement. The development and
refinement of educational measurement techniques greatly contributed to
the emergence of interest in problems associated with learning to read.
Measurement became an important factor contributing to the eventual
development of reading diagnosis.

It seems, from a historical perspective, that the recognition of the
importance of reading to society, the failure of many to learn to read, the
movement to scientifically investigate existing educational problems,and
the development of measurement instruments for education, all aided early
researchers in developing procedures for diagnosing reading problems. By
approximately 1915, -the .educational-measurement movement was viewed
by many educationists as a viable means to evaluate the products of in-
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.

struction. Thomdike (1914), for example, developed the first normed
reading-measurement scale for educationei. use. W. S. Gray (1914, 1917)
followed by constructing a tentative scal'e for the measurement of oral
reading ability. This scale was extended, refined; and adapted by experimen-
tal and scientific techniques and, at the tine, was accepted as a reliable
and valid measurement o2 a shdent's ability its read orally.

As instruments 'were developed and tised for the measurement of
reading ability, it became more evident to educators that a significant
number of students either were failing.to learn to read or were performing
far .below expected levels (Wallin 1922). Because of the development of
measurement - instiuments, the investigations oit reading disabilities could
be objectively studied. Uhl (1916) appears to \ be the first to have used
reading tests as a means to identify classroom reading problems. He intro-
duced a procedure for the diagnosis of reading defects by the use of three
different ading tests and clinical observations of students. Uhl's study
was foliov d by the research of C. T. Gray (1917), Zirbes (1918), Freeman
(1920), W. S. Gray (1921), and. others. The thrust of these investigations
was the establishment of procedures for diagnOsing reading disability;
they also pkovided a framework for later studies Investigating causes ter
reading disability.

GUIDELLNES FOR DIAGNOSIS N
The importance of the diagnosis of reading problems was further

highlighted by the research of W. S. Gray (1922), Eom (1923), and
Merton (1923). Their publications are historically linked, as they not only
emphasized the value of diagnosis Out also offered diagnostic formats and
methodologies and descriptions of children failing to learn to read. Addi-
tional emphasis was placed on the importance of diagnosis by the presenta-
tion of specific case studies demonstrating the usefulness, practicality, and
logic of developing a more precise diagnostic technique for investigating
reading disability, For example, Anderson and Merton (1920, 192111mA
the results of diagnosis as a method for planning instruction. In the same
vein, Geiger (1923) presented results of a reading diagnosis and wrote of
the value of these results in planning remedial work. Althougl) the direction
of those studies was,basically for planning remedial programs, reading
diagnosis as an educational tool helped make remediation possible.

During the early 1920s, a general interest began to develop in read-
ing diagnosis as an aid to educational progress; this emerging interest aided
in the development of more spcific guidelines for conducting diagnoses.
C. T. Gray (1922) wrote the first professional book to deal specifically with
conducting a reading diagnosis and understanding the concepts involved.
Woolley and Ferris (1923) conducted a longitudinal study of specific case
studies in reading; each case study was based upon a structured diagnosis.
However, despite C. .T. Gray's and Wodlierand Ferris's attempts to estab-
lish guidelines for conducting diagnoses, there was yet a general lack of
information regarding what one needed to ascertain when diagnosing
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individual students. Assistance soon followed, however, with suggestions
by gom (1923), Ford (1924), and;irbes (1925), who reported clear and
specific techniques.

COncurrent with the growth and development of the beginning stages
of reading diagnosis was the expansion of research about the reading
process. The works of Quantz (1897), Huey (19,01, 1908), and Dearborn
(1906) prodded a basic foundation for the research that was to follow.
By the early part of the 1920s, there was serious experimentation with the
nature of the reacting process that. helped establish awareness of possible
'difficulties connected 'with learning to read. Buswell (1920, 1921, 1922)
conducted severd such studies which, along with the efforts of others,
served as a basis for the conceptualization of factors to be examined in a
reading diagnosis. The growth in reading diagnosis was further enhanced
by studies undertaken to investigate specific causes for failure in learning
to read and to refine diagnostic techniques (Monroe 1932; Betts 1934;
Gates 1935; Tinker 1938; Strang 1940; Robinson 1946).

The first half of the twentieth century appears to have provided
much guidance for the present. Although there is presently a good deal of
money, time, and energy spent in the area of diagnosing an individual's
reading ability, there appears to be no single source which laid the histor-
ical foundations for such an allocation of resources. There is no synthesis
of the periods of growth, inactivity, or controversy in. the development of
reading diagnosis. This writer is now at work on such a focus, which should
further tie research and authoritative opinion together to enhance our
knowledge concerning diagnostic procedures and practices.
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t
In this chapter, a doctoral candidate
develops a brief but comprehensive
historical picture of remedial reading
instruction in American secondary
schools from 1900 through the
present. He begins by stating the
delimitations of a historical view
of remedial reading in secondary
schools, discusses early efforts,
traces the wide spread of.remedial

reading instruction from World War II on, and emphasi: es the role of
funding in carrying on such programs.

DELIMITATIONS..

The delimitations of a historical .investigavion of remedial reading
have been 'clearly established for the elementary level by Pangalangan
(IMO) and Anderson (1968) and for the secondary level by Schielch
(1967) and Hill (197.1). Anderion stated that "the majority of the work in
'remedial reading has been done in this century; In fact, there was no known
work in remedial reading prior to 1900" (j. 3). Schlelch said cthat "a
review of the literature shows a dearth of published remedial reading
research studies at the secondary level" (p. 109), while Hill found

little specific attention has been given to the emergence and
development of secondary reading programs. The earlies
professional society publications to treat secondary reading
tended to subsume leading as a function of general teacher
activity. The usual historital sources on reading give the sec-
owary reading program but brief attention. (P. 20)
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No distinction has been made in this chapter between corrective and
remedial) reading, even though some authorities have drawn a line of '
derriarcation. The definition of remedial reading selected for this study was
found in Good's (1973) Dictionary of Education: in reading instruction,
activities planned for individuals or for groups of pupils in order to provide

for both the diagnosis of reading difficulties and their correction (p. 475).

THE BEGINNINGS

Although secondary-schoolage individuals with reading disabilities
were studied by ophthalmologists and psychologists as far back as the °
latter part of the .ineteenth century and the eatly part of the twentieth
century, secundak, hool remedial reading programs did not develop until
after World War 1. Their development Was a direct result of public aware-
ness of the illiteracy of large numbers of members of the armed forces,
who were unable to function effectively in the service because of their
Inability to read. Hilt (1971) suggested that, "after the war, changing tech-
nological patterns, the occupational. difficulties of the Great Depression,.
[and! a growing sophistication among the citizenry . . . reinforced public
and professional awareness of the value of ksecondary education as well as
for adequacy in reading skill" (p. 22).

Iowa University's Bureau of Educational Research in 1929 admin-
istered the Iowa 'High School Silent Reading Tests to seven thousand
junior and senior high school students throughout the state. Th4 results of
the testing program were analyzed and interpreted to determine the wide
range of silent reading abilities and disabilities. The bureau then published
a bulletin based upon the results of the testing program, which made
specific suggestions to teakhers for the administration ofd program to
correct the identified defects. The bulletin was entitled A Remedial
Program for Silent Reading 'n the High School (Greene 1930).

The first large-scale remedial, reading program in a public school
system was begun in New York Cit: during the depression of the mid-
1930s and lasted until World War II. 't ale secondary schools were involved,
and the program was described by ,Center and Bersons (1937) i4 their
book Teaching High-School Students to Read: A Study of Retardation in
Reading. Another outstanding book, by McCallister (1936), published oneera year earlier, focused on ,remedial procedures for specific reading defi-
ciencies noted by the author as he observed high school students at work.
The volume appeared to tie the first.attempt to apply the results of research*
immediately ^t the secondary" school level.

, WORM' WAR H AND AFTERMATH

Blair (1941) conducted a national survey of remedial teaching in
senior high schools; he contacted over one thousand high school principals
in cities with populatons of twenty thousand or more. Responses we..
received from 379 principals in thirty-eight states and the District of
Columbia. Over fifty percent of the schools provided special sections of
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English or remedial reading classes for poor aoers; twenty percent did
little or nothing. In ten percent of the cases, e responsibility was carried
by English 'teachers ir, regular classes;'in a ut seven percent, a specialist
was Provided who coached Individuals or small groups; and, in about seven
percent, the_ responsibility was assumed, according to the survey, by all
teachers. /

In,1942 the National EducatioVAssodiation issueda research bulletin
based on a survey of 2,275 high schools. Half of the schools claimed they /
were "doing something" for the most seriously retarded readers; about/
forty percent -stated thAt "some" attention was also/givin to the lesi
seriously handicapped. en percent reported no systematic aid was given
the retarded reader. Almost fifty percent of the principals who responded
said that reading was one of the school's most acute instructional problems.
According to the teachers who participated in the survey, the development
-of readiness to read the materials appropriate to the student's age and
grade level was the major step needed to improve comprehension.

During the war.years (1941-1946), output of reading rfisearch and
instructional materials diminished greatly, teacher-training programs were
curtailed, an there was a teacher shortage at the secondary level. However,
the public and the professionals became aware of the literacy levels of
draftees for World .War II and were aroused once again. The military
developed special training units to give illiterate and non-English-speaking
personnel academic training. They-applied tested and established remedial
methods and succeeded in developing an amazingly efficient program, one
that enabled the average illiterate to acquire, in eight weeks, the basic
academic skills needed for military life. The realization that reading could

-be taught to these young people in army camps in an amazingly short time
lecrin an increase In secondary remedial progmms,after the war, when it
was discovered that there were reading deficiencies in large numbers of
high school and college students. The GI Bill provided the means for
former teachers to take graduate degrees; many of them began kettiting at
the secondary level better equipped to teach rending. Universities began
offering courses dealing with secondary reading. The National Society for
the Study of Education (NSSE) published a yearbook (1948) that focused
on reading in high school and college.

Witty and Brink (1949) received questionnaire responses from 109
secondary schools of 500 contacted about remedial reading practices.
-Eighty-nine percent replied that the responsibility for remedial reading
instruction' was assumed by the English department. Twenty-one percent
emphasized the improvement of students' ability to read and to study the
materials in other content areas. Students selected for remedial work were
chosen by supervisors, administrators, or teachers, on the basis of standard-
ized test scores. The investigators stated:

--
Of the one hundred twenty -six teachers who were reported

tc be teaching remedial reading courses only twentyeight were
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full time specialists. The other ninety-eight were regular teach-
ers who volunteered or were drafted,for the work. A Majority
of them had no special preparation for the work. Seventy-five
schools used the same teachers as long es the program had
been in operation. Twenty-one schools passed the . classes
around. (P. 203)

Smith (1965) indicated that, until 1948, the year in which the
NSSE's yearbook Reading in the High School and College appeared, any
reading instruction that had been done at the higher levels was remedial in
nqiture. Gray suggested a sound reading program for high schools and
colleges, in addition to remedial instruction. Bond and Bond, in their book
eriditled Developmental Reading in High School (1941), first used the term
"developmental reading" to distinguish a program planned in terms of the
development of all high school students from a remedial program for
special students (p. 296). .. .

Hill (1971) tended to support the idea that remedial reading dom- .

Mated the secondary area in the late forties and early fifties. He 'stated,
"The remedial reading class or program was one of the most common
secondary types," which he thought Bras not surprising in view of the fact
that many teachers and rchool officers still believed thrt reading was an
elementary-school subject. He argued further that "the simultanem..;

- emergence of the concepts of secondary reading, remedial, reading, and the
'reading specialist in professional training 'programs during that perkod
tended to homogenize their images" (p. 24). .

The apparent fear of the spread of communism seenfecrto stimulate
remedial instruction at all levels in the United States, twice dunng the
fifties. In 1950, after the Communists had attacked the Republic of Korea,
President Truman declared a national emergency, to strengthen the United
States. The concern for national preservation caused changes to be made in
materials that children had to read in school, particularly in social studies
and science. Teaching reading in the content fields became tremendously
important. The second challenge came with Sputnik in 1857 and with the
development of Soviet nuclear armaments. The technoler%ral supremacy
of the United states was now challenged by the aurievement of the Soviet
Union, which vowed td establish world communism. Government grants

ere poured into the educational system to improve reading at all levels.

FUNDING-

The growth of remedial and correLtive programs at the secondary
level in the sixties and early seventies accelerated dramatically. This can be
traced directly to millions of dollars in federal grants provided by the
National Defense Education Act (NDEA): which helped train reading
personnel through special training institutes; this act stimulated the growth
of courses in remedial reading at the secondary level at almost two hun red
universities. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESE ) of

1
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1965 provided hundreds of millions of dollars for new programs for the
retraining of the jobless, poverty-stricken, and culturally disadvantaged.
The public and the government during this period recognized.the remeditii,
reading program as a service essential to 'obtaining societal goals.

The success of the NDEA and ESEprograms was reflected in a
statement made by Thomas K. Glennan, Jr'., (1974) in his role as directors
of:\lhe National Institute of Education (NIE). Speaking before the House
of Representatives Appropriations Committee, he said:

The American Education Sgstein continues to prepare millions
of persons for productive and happy lives in our society. The
percent of eighteen year olds graduating from high schools has
increased from sixty-seven percent in 1960 to about eighty
percent; the proportions graduating from college has increased
seventeen percent in 1960 of those of graduate age to. m_ ore
than twenty-three percent. The illiteracy bad, declined to a
point that roughly one percent of those. fourteen or older
cannot read or write a simple message, less than half those in
the same category in 1959. The American people, quite cor-
rectly perceive, education as a key to their future well-being.
(P. 787)

Dr. Muikhead, speaking before the same committee, reported that:
"In the time the public library programs have been supported, from 1956
to 1974, more than six hundred million in federal support has beim more
than matched by State and local efforts. We have now reached the point_
where library services are available for ninety-four percent of the people"
(p. 232).

CONCLUSION

Clennan and MulkheacEs reports indicated that progress has been
made in reducing illiteracy,in the United States, in promoting higher levels
of educational attainment, and in expanding library facilities. There has
been growth in secondary reading programs, both developmental and
remedial, in variety and in number. However, there has beenno real attempt
to assets the quality of these programs. Hill's conclusion remains accurate:
"We know very little more about secondary reading instruction and
program operation . . . than we did one or two decades ago because, with
few excepdon,r, program surveys have failed_ to-provide detailed and care-
fully defined results" (1970, p. 28). .

This writer is involved in a nationwide survey to assess secondary
remedial instruction in the United States, as pal; of this effort to determine
major trends and, developments in secondary remedial reading instruction
since 1900. One expectation el the survey is that the findings will hip
gauge what is being done in secondary remedial reading instruction and, by
inference, will indiCate what further studies and procedures should be
seriously considered for the future.
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